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I.. IITRODUCflOI 
Cooperative grain marketing firms of Kansas have been 
faced with many difficult resourc© adjustment problems during 
thB past decade* Tl»se firms service a substantial airount of 
the nation's wheat output — a crop which has been one of the 
major surplus ap-icultural coiaiaodities in recent years. 
Following Morld War II tl»re was a rapid expansion of wheat 
production in the United States to meet in part the needs of 
th# world market for food grains,^  Countries ravaged by war 
needed wheat., U.S. exports of wheat and wheat products 
increased from ^ 2.6 million bushels in I9if3-M4- to a peak of 
503*9 million bushels in the 19^ 8A9 crop year. U.S. exports 
declined the next year to 299*1 million bushels but increased 
again to millions in 1951-52, Due to recovery of 
production abroad, however, exports have since decli^ ned to 
273.7 millions in 195^ 55. 
In response to the export demand and favorable economic 
factorsj wheat production in the United States was maintained 
near the billion-bushel level for the decade following World 
War II. Beoanse of acreage controls and unfavorable climatic 
conditions, output declined to 9l5«5 million bushels in the 
1955-56 crop year. 
iSee Tables 20, 21, 22, 23, and 2^  in APH2I©IX A. 
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With the decline in the exports startlxig in the 1952-^ 3 
crop year, the total carryoirer of wheat stocks in the United 
States increased rapidly. In 195^ -^55 these stocks amounted to 
more than one Mllioa bushels or more than the total U.S. 
wheat output of the 1955-56 crop year. 
This change from a strong export market for wheat to a 
situation of large surpluses Irias created difficult problems 
for ti-ia marketing system haoflling the grain. 
These problems ha^ e "been particularly acute in Kansas, 
wMch p-oduced aliaost oae-fowth of the nation's wheat out­
put in 1952. ISecause of fairorabl© economic and climatic con* 
ditions-i Kansas wheat output expanded fipom 208 million bushels 
in 19^ 5 to more than 30? million bushsls in 1952. Substantial 
additions were required in elevator storage and handling 
facilities to service this increase in farni output, Ifowever, 
m\f elevator construction in the past ten years has been 
designed primarily for long-ters storage pra?poses. 
Certain national legislation probably encouraged expan­
sion in elevator storage facilities. Changes made in the 
federal incoae tax regulations allowed elevator firms to 
increase the rate of depreciation of new storage construction 
to 20 per cent a year for a five-year period,^  Paralleling 
I^nterrml Beveime Cod©: 1939# Chapter I. Sec. 1^ 2. 
A aM B. 
Internal Bevenue Cod©: 195^ . Chapter I. Sec. l68 
aM 169, 
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this developsejit %fas the pi'ogram In which the Corcuaodity 
Credit Corporation entered into contracts with elevator firms 
guaranteeiag them a specifies! percentag© occupaiicy of m\f 
storage spac© for a period of years.^  These two actions have 
had an important influence in directing substantial quantities 
of i»¥ capital into this iMusfery* 
Other aational policies in operation in recent years 
smeh as the wheat acreage allotment program have been in con­
flict with the policies previously discussed. The allotment 
program probably 1ms ©xertod a retarding influence on the 
flow of capital resources into the,grain elevator iMustry* 
At the present tli» farther reductions in wheat output appear 
likely. This coiild sharply curtail the volume of wheat 
handled by Kansas cooperative grain elevators and lower pro­
ductivity of resources msed in, these firms. These rapidly 
clianging trends have created serious problems concerning the 
sizeJ type, and location of grain elevator facilities in an 
important wheat producing state such as Kansas# 
S^©e U*S, .Bopartmoat of Agriculture news release of 
May 28, 195^ J for details of guaranteed occupancy plan. 
n» fi-E moBi^ M 
igrieialtwal producers ar© concerned directly vith the 
p?©bleiis of Kansas grain elevators since about one-third of 
th© business of this industry is liaMled hj farmer coopera­
tives. With wheat siirpltises coritiming to increase, maiiy 
protoeers ar© asking, whether ftsrther additions sliould be made 
to existiiig storage facilities, fhss© producers have to make 
ctoices of investing liaited capital resoisrces in their 
cooperative grain elevators or in other ©aterprises. Credit 
agencies supply a substantial mx>mit of nm capital moving 
into these plants. Ih©s© lendirig firms are interested in 
kifflwing whether elevators in certain areas are more productive 
than in other areas# Western Kanaas traditionally has been 
kmwi as a high risk region. Yet little is known as to 
whether capital resources in elevators located in the so-
called high risk areas are iiKsre or less productive than those 
in elevators located in areas of lesser risk. 
For many yearSj leaders in tli© industry have advocated 
a policy of div@rsi^ ing operations to reduce the effects of 
risk aM uncertainty. Here again information is needed to 
appraise such a recomcndatioa. Cooperatives as well as 
iMependents have to decide tlB combination of grain mrchaii-
dising activities5 sideline opsrations, and storage services 
that will be raost profitable. l»abor has an important stak© 
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ia the paroblems of this iMustry, and this study will provide 
®eastffeiii©Bts of its productivity for a particiilar periooi. 
B©joni these considerations is the question of the pro-
(imcti'Tity of resources used in these important agricultural 
aiarlceting firms relati¥0 to resource returns for marketing 
firms 'in th© noinagricultural sector of the economy. 
Assuming that one of the major economic goals of th© 
nation is to obtaixi the most efficient use of its total 
resources, the econonlc prohleis of the Kansas cooperative ele­
vator iMmstry can te formulated in terms of eeonoaic effi­
ciency criteria# ffeese firms have scarce resources which 
they seek to ©iiploy in tho most productive iianner. Produc­
tivity ©stiiaates are needed to provide basic measurement0 to 
appraise allocation adjustments required to attain maximum 
econoffiie efficiency of resource use aaong ©levators. These 
eatiaates will be provided by this study* Such ijieasureiiionts 
ar® also necessary for comparison %jith the resource produc­
tivity of other sectors of the ©conosQf to api^ -aise the 
direction of resource shifts needed to imximise total national 
output• 
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III. AEAOTICAL METHOD 
fte ©coBoaic ia?obleffi to be studied has been formiilated 
in terms of efficiency ci^ iteria. TMs chapter will outline 
the analytical method, %Fhich will specify measurements 
required to provide solutions to the problematic situation# 
A* General Eraaework for the Analysis 
Consumer sovereignty, the present distriljution of 
iracsoiBej aM the orgaiii;2ation of ii^ ustry aM primary produc­
tion are assu»d as glTen for the ©eonomic system in which 
the analysis is cast# Profit maximization is assuTOd to be 
the sol© obJectiTe of the grain elevator firms analyzed in 
this study# However5, this assumption may be open to serious 
limitations.^ *^  Prices of factors and products are also 
assuiied as giiren to the firs# 
B, !fhe Bconoffiie Model 
The economic model appropriate to the problem being 
amlyzed delineates underlying relationships governing 
%©org© J, Stigler* fhe theory of price. New York, 
fhe Macmillan Coiapany# 19^ 7«' pp# 200-201. 
%#H# Knight, fkm ethics of coEipetition and other 
essays. London, §# Allen and Uwin Ltd# 2d ed. 1951# p#32. 
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resource use. Conseqmeatlyj tim necessary empirical measxire-
ments required for suggested solution to the resource problem 
can l3e set forth. Erodmctlon possibilities of t¥0 products 
from one resotiree can fee represented as in Figure 1. If all 
the resoiffce X is nsed to produce A, Oi quantity of A can be 
produced, but m output of B is possible. Likewise, if all 
of the resource is used to prodtic© OB quantity of B can be 
obtaiaed but mm of A» 2he transformation cijrve in Figure 1 
then represents the maxiimm guaatity of one product that 
can be produced when the quantity of the other product is 
specified, 
1^» ®2» 3^ 2 reja-esent iso-revenu© lines, 
and nay be extended to intersect the horizontal and vertical 
axes tiiat d©ix>te outputs A aM B. At any point on an iso-
Tmeme line, income can be reis"esented as / PbQb» 
Pg and P|3 represent product prices and and represent 
quantities of products A and B at that point. All points on 
an iso-reveraie line therefore represent th® saxae amount of 
reirem©. The ratio of prices of products determines the slope 
of an iso-reirenue line. aai R3 have the same slope 
denoting the same price ratio. This ratio can be represented 
here as — Any point on B2 represents a greater revenue 
tlian a point on and likewise a.i3y point on represents 
a larger revenue than ariy point on Rg, Only points on 
bounded by the intersections of x#ith the transformation 
8 
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OUTPUT OF A 
Pig. 1. Relationship of output of product 
A to output of product B given 
a fixed quantity of resource 
input X. 
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TRANSFORMATION 
CURVE 
OUTPUT OF A 
Fig. 2. Relationship of transformation curve to 
iso-revenue curve R2 at optimum product 
combination point P. 
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ctiTTO are relevant points for OUT consideration. Points on 
located above the transformation avceve canmt be attained 
with the fixed rosoiarce X, Sine© points on R2 represent 
greater revenue combinations than relevant points on the 
maxiimm revenue attainable in the situation outlined is at 
point P. Here Rg is tangent to the transformation curve* At 
point P, tben, the laost profitable combination of products A 
ai^ B are speeified given the price ratio asstoaed previously. 
Certain allocation ci'iteria can be deduced from the 
situation# Let and P|j be prices of products A and B, and 
,F^  be the price of the fixed resotirce X, The i^ roduction 
possibilities of X into products A or B are given by the trans-
Itorjcation function X « f(B,A}, where X is a constant (Fig. 2). 
fhe slope of the transformation function is needed at the tan-
gency point P» The total derivative of f(B,A) with respect 
to l.and equated to zero is as followss 
(3) and at point P, ^  Is equal to the slope of the 
iso-revenue line Eg^  
(V) therefore at point P|- u„M,i » " ^  
as 
(5) iHtaltiplying both mraerator and denoainator of the 
left-hand side of (^ ) by tlie price of the 
11 
resource gives 
• p 
3^ a. 
(6) tat the ^  • P« is the marginal unit cost of A or 
ak 
1 unit cost of 
fhe above coalition sieaas t.hat an optimum resource use is 
attaimd when product prices are proportional to laargiual unit 
costs when a si:ngle resource is used to produce two products 
and the price of the resource is the sarae for both uses, 
(9) Mhere the ixrices of the resource used to produce A 
anl B different but constant| the following 
condition existsi 
%  ^ Pb 
MPFr^  
wtere P^ -, aM prices of the resource used JtoM * 
on A and B respeeti'rely. MPfr^  is the marginal 
pl^ sieal product of A and is the marginal 
phrsical product of B, 
•^Perfect competition in the resource laark^ ts is assumed 
here and througtout the analysis of this^  study. 
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(10) Eeeffraiiglng (9) gl-res 
« Pb > MP^ b VHPPra . WPrt, 
Pxa P^ b Psa Pxb 
ftm QoMltlon in (10) states that for optisnim resource 
allocation, the Tain© of th© margiml pliysical jsroducts A aM 
B ms% be proportional to the prices of the resoyrce used on 
A aM B when tli© pTims of the resource used on A and B are 
different but constant. 
Istimates of tte productivity of resources are now needed 
to deteriaiiie if the abo^ e eoridition holds in the use of 
resotiroes of tte Kansas grain elevators considered in this 
aoalysis. fhese productivities can be derived fi^ os production 
Sanctions fitted to th© data of these firms. 
13 
If. OBJECflflS OF THE SfUDl 
the situation of lansas cooperative grain elevators 
considered in. this stMy has laeen formiilated as an economic 
iscoblen in resource use, Iffieieacy criteria specify measure­
ments neMed to suggest a solution to th© problem. Objectives 
of the study then will be to deteridnes 
1. Frodtictivity coefficients for the various resource 
categories used in these firms. 
2. B?oductivity differences of the various resource 
categories between areas and between various degrees 
of elevator diversification, 
3. fhe aature of returns to scale in the various strati­
fications. 
Differences between factor prorluctivities and factor 
costs. 
5m RecoBBnendations for isiprovements in the pattern of 
re source' us© among these firms. 
6, Certain itaeasureiients useful for comparison of the 
ecoiaoialc efficiency of ttese firms with that of 
other important groups of firms in the economy. 
7. Improvements that could be made in future studies 
of this type. 
?. SOURCE OF DATA 
In 1950 a snPirejr was conducted of all cooperative organi­
zations in Kansas. Complete audits for the period related 
to transactions conceriiieg the 19H-9 wheat crop were obtained 
froa all cooperatiY© grain elevators. Usable schedules i^ ere 
.available on 215 of these associations, fhese audits as well 
as certain otiier supplemental information obtained provided 
the basic input-output data used in this analysis. Associ­
ation headquarters for these fixms were located in all parts 
of the state and are shown in Figure 1. 
WASHlNGTONTMASsHAir CHEYENNE RAWUNS NORTON PHILLIPS SMITH JEWELT DECATLR JIEPUBUC 
NESS • ANE BARTON GREELEY WICHITA SCOTT RUSH 
ISON MARION 
RICE ICHASE 
COFFEY ANDERSON LINN'-> PAWNEE 
Fig, 3» Location of association headquarters for 215 Kansas cooperative grain 
elevators for the 19^ 9 wheat crop year. 
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¥!• STBATIFICATIOI fROCEDURES 
fMs section will set forth tbe various stratifications 
useii ill the analysis aM the reasons for these delineations, 
A, Delineation of lisk Areas 
Differences in the basic ty-pes of agriculture in Kansas 
aM substantial differences in the stability of production 
hf areas an important hearing on th© productivity of 
resources used in grain ©levators as well as in primary 
agrieultOTe.^  fhe western one-third of the state is generally 
accepted as heing an area of considerable risk and uncertainty 
in crop production. Farm output is relatively stable, how­
ever in the eastern one-third of Kansas, Interest is 
centered here on whether there are major differences in the 
productivity of resource® employed in elevators in different 
risk areas. If important productivity differences do exist, 
some guides m&f be developed for future resource adjustment 
between areas for these firms, 
!rhe bulk of the output of food grains such as wheat moves 
off fams for processing. On the other hand, a substantial 
%n excellent discussion of types of farming areas in 
lansas isj 
Jtl, lioiges, F.F, Elliott, and W,E. Qriiaes, Types of 
tarmlng in Sansas, Ian, Agr, Exp. Sta, Bui, 251, 1930, 
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proportion of feed grains are gro\m and fed to livestock on 
the same oi" ne^ b^ r farms. As a result) the services of Kansas 
grain eleirators tend to te Mglily correlated with crop produc­
tion In areas mtmve wheat is the major grain produced. Soae 
measiii'e of the variaMlity of wheat production then is 
relevant in stratifying the state into risk areas. For this 
purpose5 the coefficients of variability of wheat yields per 
seeded acre by counties for the period 1930-1952 were used 
Cil,g«re The other major criterion used in outlining risk 
areas was percentage of farm i^ea in isajor crops by type-of-
farming sreas (Figures 5 and 6j and Table 1). By means of 
these measures5 tte-ee major risk areas were selected as being 
meaningful to elevator resource owners and to credit agencies. 
These are shown in Figure 7. In ord©r of risk, these areas 
may be ranltad as follovss Irea I — relatively high riskj 
Area II —- relatively medium riskf aiid .^ ea III — relatively 
lG¥ risk. 
Area I counties with the exception of Cheyenne and Raw­
lins had coefficients of variability ranging from 59 to 87 
per cent. Area II counties were located primarily in central 
Kansas and th© coefficients varied from 23 per cent in 
McPherson county to per cent in Russell county. Area III 
^Iieo H, iioover aM John H. McCoy. EconQirlc factors tliat 
affect wheat in Kansas. Kan. Agr, Exp. Sta. Bui. 369. 1955. 
p. 10» 
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Fig. h-. Variability of wheat yields per acre seeded in Kansas, 1930-5'0. 
Source: Leo M. Hoover and John H. McCoy. Economic factors that affect 
wheat in Kansas. Kan, Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 369, 1955. P. 10. 
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WHEAT CORN 
SHti lM* 
ALL SORGHUMS FOR GRAIN 
Pig. 5. Distribution of principal Kansas grain crops. 
19^5-^9. Each dot represents 5jOOO acres. 
Source: Leo M. Hoover. A summary of Kansas agriculture 
Exp. Sta. Agr. Ec. Rep. 5'5. July 1953. P. 33. 
Average acres harvested, 
Kan. Agr. 
H NO 
OATS BARLEY 
ALFALFA 
Fig. 6. Distribution of oats, barley and alfalfa. Average acres harvested 
in Kansas, 19^ 5-^ 9. Each dot represents ^ ,000 acres. 
Source: Leo M. Hoover. A summary of Kansas agriculture. Kan. 
Agr. Sxp. Sta. Agr. Ec. Rep. 5'?. July 1953. P. 33. 
fable 1. Fercejitage of thB t^ m area ia specified erops by typa-Qf-fariiing areas^  
Areas Corn Wheat Oats Barley pStee= 
1 9.6 
2 11.9 
15.1 % 22.if 
5 5.^  
6a 5.8 
6b 1.8 
>p 1.3 
8 1^ .0 
9 0.2 
10a 0.06 
10b O.Oif 
10c 0.1 
11 1.2 
12 0.1 
Tim 
state 
1?.0 
9.1 
15.3 
13.3 
9.3 
35.6 
20.8 
^.1 
31.0 
C.6 
26,6 
2k,7 
23.5 
i 
H 
.9 
1.6 
3.6 
2,2 
1.0 
2.^ 
0.5 
0.5 
0.1 
0.2 
0.^ 
0.1 
0.3 1.5 1.0 2.5 8.2 
0.1 2.0 0.9 2.9 9.9 
0.1 0.5 0.7 1.2 10.1 
0.01 0.^  0.3 0.7 9.5 
0.2 2.1 1.3 3.^  6.8 
0.1 1.^  2.0 3.5 5.8 
0.3 2,h 2.3 KB 
oX 1.8 3.6 %k 1.7 
0,h 1.7 1.5 3.1 5.7 
0.7 2.^  2.1 .^6 1.6 
0.9 2.6 2.3 if,9 0.6 
0.3 8.6 1.5 10.1 0.^  
0.2 0.7 3.7 0.6 
0.7 2.6 2.3 •^8 0.9 
0.9 7.3 1.5 8.8 0.5 
^.9 27.6 1.7 0,k 2.1 1.9 K7 ^.1 
B.3 
5.2 
39.0 
32.9 
63.5 
33.2 
2%. 9 
39.9 
3^.7 
23.8 
39.5 
21.9 
61.^ 
33.9 
35.7 
38.1 
aiao M. Hoover. A summary of Kansas agricultiire. Kan. Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Agr. Ec. Rep. 55. July 1953. p. 32. 
Excludes sorghuEi aid soybean hay 
^Includes cropland pastured 
TEWELC^^ HSSJBUC BROWN WASHINGTON SHALL NEMAHA CHEYENNE LONIPHAN SMITH NORTON PHILLIPS RAWUNS DECATUR 
^CHISOI 
CRAHAM THOMAS SHERIA OSBORNE "V JACKSON RILEY POTTA­
WATOMIE [EU, 
V OTTAWA 
LINCOLN SHAWNEE 
WALLACE GOVE TREGO LOGAN ELLIS NCKINSOT 
DOUGLAS JOHNSON SALINE ^ [CEABV 
l O R R I S  ELLSWORTH OSAGE 
LYOI RANKLIN MIAMI GREELEY WICHITA NESS LANE SCOTT RUSH BARTON 
tSON MARION 
RICE :HASE 
COFFEY LNDERSOM LINNS PAWNEE 
HAMILTON KEARNY STAFFORD 
RENI HARVEY 
GREEN' 
.LEN 
FORD 
PRATT 
CRANT STANTON .SON KINGMAN 
ILK 
(CLARK MEADK BABBER SUMNER COWLEY 
LABETTK I. iWARD COMANCHE MONT-
Fig. 7. Three major risk areas for 215 Kansas cooperative grain elevators for the 
19^ 9 wheat crop year. 
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iaeluded priaarily eastern Kansas counties with the exception 
of Phillipss Smith, Jevell, aM Republic counties. The latter 
¥©re located iimediately north of Area II, and were counties 
of relatifelj?' dense corn production, the coefficients of 
urariaMlity in toea III ranged from l8 per cent in Riley 
county to 50 per cent In Phillips county. 
B. Beliaeation of Diirersification 
Strata 
Jt>st Kansas grain eleirators transact sideline operations 
in addition to performing functions of grain storage and 
grain laercliandising., fhose sideline operations usually con­
sist of sales of feed, gasoline, oil, tractor fuels, and 
miscellaneous fans hardware supplies. A few associations sell 
groceries. 
Interest was centered on this basis of classification 
for several reasons. First, the introduction of sideline 
sales may ser¥© to roduco the variability in total incoEie to 
elevators located in areas of high variability of primary 
agricultural production. SecoM, large cooperative sales 
agencies are interested in encoOTaging an expansion of side­
line sales operations in grain elevators, si.nce sales to these 
firms p-ovide additional business outlets. The relationship 
of sideline sales operations to productivity can be useful 
in policy decisions related to two areas of interest described 
above. 
2k 
The percentage of gross sales due to sideline operations 
was coBiputea for each of the grain elevators studied. Three 
categories w^ re then defined. These were elevators with less 
than 20 per cent of gross sales due to sideline operations, 
©levators in which sideli,oes aisounted to 20 to 29 per cent of 
.gross sales, arid elevators in which sisleline operations 
aMstmted to 30 per cent or more of gross sales. Since side­
line operations are a method of diversification, the above 
strata will he referred to in this study as follows: 
(1) iMss than 20^  si^ elin© sales « low diversification 
(2) 20-29^  sideline sales * medium diversification 
(3) 30^  or iHore sideline sales « Mgh diversification 
C, Delineation of Diversification Strata 
within Areas 
.mthough extremely useful, the previous two stratifi­
cations on an area and diversification basis have certain 
llisltations. 5?!-® proportion of diversified elevators within 
an area increases as a movement is mad© fl?om western to 
eastern Kansas (Figure 8), Consequently, area effects tend 
to bs confounded with diversification effects. To obtain a 
more precise aeasure of the relationship of diversification 
on productivity, area groups ver© sub-sorted into diversifi­
cation strata. A summary of the mmber of elevator associ­
ations in the various sub-sorts is p-esented in Table 2, 
Eastern Kansas Central Kansas Western Kansas 
Ls Low M = Medium High 
Fig. 8. Percentage of 215 Kansas cooperative grain elevators by areas in each of 
three diversification groups for the 19^ 9 wheat crop year. 
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fable 2, Niaaber of Ka,asas cooperative grain elevator associ~ 
ations stratified by percentage of sideline sales 
in tlffee areas of Kansas for the 19^9 wheat crop 
year 
Peroeatag© of 
sideline 
sales 
strata 
Total 
Western Central Eastern 
Less than 20^  2h 17 9 50 
20-29^  23 38 17 78 
30^  aM more 8 h5 3^  87 
Aggregate 55 100 60 215 
Production functions weve then fitted to these sub-sort 
p»oiips where sufficient observations were available. 
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TII. CLASSIFIClflON HIOCEDURES 
Produetion functions were required for th® various 
stratifications in order to obtain the necessary marginal 
products r©Q"alr©d ia the analysis. To do this, the general 
form of the fanetion was defined# In addition, procedures for 
classifying agents of production into general classes and 
other relevant relationships ¥ere needed. Following this, 
the detailed classification of the •raxiables used in the 
analysis was made# 
A. General Form of Production Functions 
Used in,the Analysis 
A production function belonging to a given state of 
techaDlogy of the form I « is assumed, Y 
refers to quantity of output whil© the Xj_'s are agents used 
in production of 1. An agent ¥ill be defined as a tangible 
resource input, fhis definition excludes factors related to 
net income such as taxes, insurance, demaM advertising, 
legal expense, ©tc. 
Judicious legislation may likewise facilitate 
production and thereby be subject to some social 
valuation, as compared to unwise legislation. But 
to the valuing subjects legal institutions'are data 
aroimd which production is organized s they affect 
the content of ecomaic life though they generally 
leave the formal nature of the uMerlying relation­
ships unaffected, fhey say well be excliided at 
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the present stagej although tliey ean be regarded as 
iataiigitole Institntional factors of production that 
contrikite to the social output and Incoiae.^ 
Siven the general defiiiitlGn of agents of production, 
some metliod is reciiiired to sort them into general classes of 
factors# Appropriate procedures to accomplish this aggre­
gation follow in the next section. 
B. Classifying Agents into General Classes 
Gonceptually an infinite number of factor classes can be 
defined# A small niffltoer of factor classes is required, how-
to conduct empirical analyses and to make inferences 
for imprwefflint in the economic units uMer consideration. 
Agents may "be sorted into different factor classes depending 
on the production function considered. 
Traditionally, land, labor, capital, and manageiaent have 
been defined as agents of production. This is a usef^il and 
teoad classification. However, land ¥as not included in 
this analysis sine© there Is no a priori reason that output 
in elevators is a function of land. A specific measurement 
of management is mt available and therefore manageBient is 
not included as an input. Consequently, the chief concern 
¥ill be %/ith the factors labor and capital. 
^Sidney Weintraub. I^ice theory, lew York, Pitman 
Publishing Co, 19^ 9. p. 53» 
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C, Time Periods in Rroduetion 
The production function assumed in this analysis is of 
a static nature where the allocation of resources over time 
is not considered. This is sometimes called "timeless produc­
tion,^' All processes are defined as starting at ttie same time 
and continuing for the same tiro^ length. Each of the factors 
begin pi'oductive effort at the beginning of the production 
period aM are used throughout the period. The product is 
defined to be produced at the end of the productive period. 
For meaningful policy inferences fro© measurements 
derived from production functions, the length of the production 
la'ocess uust be .specified. For purposes of this report, the 
following periods iwe defined: 
A market Y?eriod starts at tte present aM extends to 
ftiture periods in which the entrepremur can sell only from 
stocks. Bates of production cannot be changed since all 
resources will be fixed, 
A short period starts from the present and extends far 
enough into the futiff© so that some factors are variable but 
one or more factors are fixed, 
A lorn -M£JM -to is one in which there are 
both fixed and variable resources. Intrepreneiurs will be free 
to do anything with the variable resources, but they canmt 
decrease the so-called fixed resources. 
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A 2£M im M&mmM is a time period in which 
all resources are freely variable. 
I'hase concepts ar© essential In d©fi,iiing tiiae periods 
•ased in the analysis. When T&tmns to scale are analysed^ 
a long period for decreases is assmned# 
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B, CiassificatloB of Input and Output 
faxiables 
Before tfi© data were isiasgified Into variables for tte 
comMned operations of the firms, a detailed exaniination was 
mQ.de of the input-output relationsMps for each of the major 
fanctio-tis perfortied by elevators* These activities include 
storage, ©ereliaadisiagj and sidelines operations. 
Output of storage services is defined as holding quanti­
ties of grain for a certain time period^ and is coEij-orsly 
referred to as bushel ax>nths of storage* When privately 
owi»d grains are stored^ the price of storage services is 
determined by the competitive structure in wMch elevators 
operate, Biit when goveriment-owaed grains are stored the 
I^ice is deterEilnad by negotiation betwen the industry aM 
the GoEitBodity Credit Corporation. 
In perfomiug mercliaa^lsii^ functions, elevators isay buy 
aiMl sell grains or obtain processing outlets for sellers, 
A coiaaission fee hased on the number of tashels involved in 
th© transactiosi is ch^ ged in the latter case, TM.s foe per 
Imshel of grain haaile^  ^is established in a competitive 
aarket. In the forraer case^ . when grains are bought aM 
grad©d| sorted, or eomtolned Into lots for sale, toth purchase 
aal sal© prices are: determined by competitive forces, and the 
IMiviteal firrs is assured to ezercise m appreciable effect 
on either of theso^  pricos. Here the output service price is 
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the aargin per Imsliel laetween the piirclmse and sale prices, 
ftas in both types of mercLiaMizing aotiirity,, output can "be 
considered as a quantity of grain haBdled, 
Siielii® operations are commn to mar^ grain elevators 
aafi include a wide variety of actiTities* Some elevators 
gpina and mix feed for custoraers# Others MMle a line of 
li^dware and miscellaBeoiis far®, supplies# Gas and oil are 
soM by* soa0 flTm* In all of ttes© cases the output service 
performed may be tlionght of as either restrranging the fors of 
certain raw materials or holding certain quantities of goods 
for a particular tliae in a convenient form for custoiners. 
Tlie price of the output is a service fee per unit of output 
depeMing on the particular goods eonsidered. In all cases, 
prices of output are considered to be determined in a corfii>e-
titive market. Man i^ower aM capital services are used in 
perforiaing each of the activities. 
Ifevever, it mxs laot possible to oh tain data in the form 
required to derive production fu.nctions for each of the ele­
vator functions. Instead a function representing the entire 
operations of elevator firms was used. Output as measured 
iBr© consisted of sales and ending inventories less purcliases 
and heginning inventories. Additional incoine such as income 
fros grindingj coiaiaissions received, and small amounts of 
miscellaneous income iteas usually connected with the iirain 
elevator Msiness were included. As noted in an earlier 
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sections grain ©leYato3?s in Kansas were generally organised 
primarily for grain storage aM grain laerchardising purposes. 
The latter function of ta.j'ing a«d selling has declined recently 
as the goTerjuaent storage program has teMed to doaimte the 
grain market, Imom as aeasiired in the maimer outlined is 
not strictly a hos»geneous Traxiable. Some elevators in the 
3»rth¥est part of tlie state handled primarily wheat i^iiile 
grain sorghums were increasingly important as a transition 
was made in location to tli© soutlwestern part of the state. 
Againj grains sueii as barleyi oats, and corn were ciore impor­
tant for ele¥ators located in the eastern part of the state. 
fte salaries of the manager, assistant manager, book­
keeper, and elevator labor force were aggregated into a single 
labor service input. Here again strict hom>geneity of inputs 
in a factor class was not possible since managerial duties 
-varied ft-oii plant to plant. I'be origin of the aanagement 
function was extreiaely difficult to specify in most coopera­
tive elevators. Theoretically, the lx).ard of directors in a 
cooperative organization constitutes the management group, 
TMs group is supposed to outline broad policies and leave 
day-to-day operations in cliarge of the "hired mnager," 
Observation of actual operations of elevators indicated that 
In many organizations the "hired manager" had assumed duties 
that were primai'ily the responsibility of the board of direc­
tors, To this extent, including the entire salary of a 
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"liired manager" as a part of latxsr services was an error. In 
soia© elevators, iio¥©ver| there %#as little difference between 
services provided % the iiaBager and those provided by a mem­
ber of tl» miiskilled labor force, tfh© manager in these cases 
vm able to aM did perform a,ny of the required labor services 
arouM the plant, Ms© la certain cases the booMteeper was a 
mal© enployee and fr^ cpently was calledi upon to load oiit feed 
or to "give a ImM la the elevator," In a large number of 
cases J tlien, the so-called manageiisrit labor, office help, a.nd 
©levator mTklng force can substitute at constant rates for 
mw of plant labor petiiirements. In this sense, the 
inclusion of the various classes of labor as outlimd above 
eoiistitiites a reasoiablF homogeneous bundle of labor services. 
A category of inputs defined as operating services 
ineliidoci offie© supplies eomaon to the elevator business such 
as Mokkeeping items and otter incidentals. Plant supiolies 
were also Included in this variable and included such thi.ng,s 
as fujDiigaats, rodent controls| etc. 
Capital services, a group of services required to gener­
ate. a n,0¥ of output services from the plant, included repairs, 
water I light aM po%®r, teleplioiB and telegraph, gas and oil, 
deprociationj rents paid, and railroad spur leases. Telephone 
and telegraph expense was Included with light and pov/er on the 
©rigiiml IBM cards and could not have l^ een eliminated without 
substantial cost, Th© extent and effect of tliis error is 
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ctJusMefed negligible in the amljrsis, Difficult problemsj 
howeireT^  revolved srouiid the nature of the depreciation 
eiiarge. EssentiallFi depreciation cost was a composite of 
straiglit-lin© depreciation cJiarges made at various price 
levels as a plant was purcliased and additions i#ere made* Tte 
capital Tised In the various elevators was considered to 
equally durable in all eases. Similar degrees of intensity 
of capital use are assusBd for the various firms. All units 
were assumed to have developed over tic^  at sisiilar rates, 
tlms iatroduciag sirailar levels of prices into the depreci­
ation charge In tte various elevators considered. 
She dej^eciation cliarge can tten in a sense be considered 
as an index of the service fros buildings and raacMnes used in 
the isroduction process. Data, were not available to compute 
otter types of measurement of the capital service flow. 
The aodel specifying the vcjriables desired in the analy­
sis is of the general for® as follows: 
1 * output of services (i.e», bushel jaanths of grain 
storage J • taashels of grain handled, units of 
sidelir® products haMled) 
« man toia*© of employment used 
Xp « cpantities of incidental operating materials 
used 
« quantities of capital services used 
Py s prices of outputs per unit 
^23. ® rates per man horn* 
prices of operating materials per unit 
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* jfflees of capital services per unit 
These VtS-iaMes could .not he measured explicitly in the 
foria outllneci ateve. The nature of the data available 
required that values be used as followss 
1 « value of output services produced 
« total cost of mx^ pomT services used 
X2 « total cost of operating services used 
s total cost of capital services used 
is soon as tiae data were classified into the various 
input and output variables, siraple scatter diagrams were Kade 
of the relations between Y and to detersiii^ if tiie rela­
tionships botween tlie variables were essontially liriear in 
tte logaritliBS of tte data# In general the data approximated 
the eoRciitions required- for using Cobb-Douglas fimctions, 
liD¥©ver,. other types of functions iiiight liave been employed# 
Future stiidies sliDitia give consider a tioai to coapariiig results 
of other typos of fimetions for data of this type to results 
obtained from Cobb-Douglas functions. 
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mil, MCQIimiC OBOAIflZATIOI OF 2X5 KAMShS COOFEBATIVE 
GHAIM EUSVATORS FOB. ti:E 19^ 9 WIEAf CEOP IE All 
fMs chapter is concerned %/ith a descriptive account of 
walm of output aM productive inputs for irarioiis functions 
consMered in the analysis, 
A, Valvie of Output 
Total value of output of 215 Kansas cooperative grain 
elevators for the 1^-9 wheat crop year was CJ10,^26,J-i-00 
(fable 3)* Of the tliree risk areas output was largest in 
ce.ntral Kansas ¥ith 80^ ,000. Western Kansas ms second 
largest havlr^ an output value of $3?697,600. 
It ¥as expected that the total value of output would be 
considerably smaller in eastern Kansas than in western or 
central Kansas because of th© greater economic importance of 
grains in th@ agricultural econoBiy of the central and western 
regions. 
When all elevators were stratified on the basis of side­
line operations J the 30 per cent ami nor e group accounted for 
$5,368|200 worth of output as contrasted with vB»5ll»300 for 
the 20-29 per cent stratus aM $1,5^ -65900 for the loss than 
20 per cent sideliiie sales group* 
Table 3* Aritteetic suras of input-output variaMes for selectecl Kansas cooperative 
grain elc-^ators "by speeified strata for tli© 19-^9 wheat crop year®^" 
Niaiato^r Dollars r_.> rv'i'w; Strata of 
elevator i % -'^2 h inputs 
Westera Kansas 55 3,697,600 1,^13J 700 158,500 555,500 2,127,700 
Central Kansas 100 h-jso^ i-jooo 1,9515700 196, OT 638,100 2,836,000 
lastern Kansas So 1592^5800 323?500 66,900 230,100 1,1^^,900 
Less than 20p sidelines 50 1,5'J65900 h71^ 70Q 55?900 215,500 7^1-3,100 
20-29S sidelines 78 3,511,300 i,3^^2,900 I5^i-s200 501, sdo 1,^998,900 
30iJ and more sidelines Orj 55368,200 2s37^^700 211,500 756,i«30 3,3'+2,600 
Western Kansas 
Less than SOJi sidelines 
20-29/5 sidelines 
2'i-
23 
1,0685500 
1,5365^0 
30^f.600 
^35,^)0 
35,900 
76,200 
is-io,900 
2'6? 100 
if37,^{00 
955,000 
Central ^Kansas 
20-29;e sidelines 
30;^ and more sidelines 
38 
^+5 
l5if3H-,300 
3j023jto 
509,000 
1,332,200 
59,300 
1:^,500 
192,200 
500 
•^60,500 
1,397,200 
Eastern Xansas 
30>i and laoro sidelines 3'^ l,2'f7,^0 569,100 hh,600 lb.6jiiO0 760,100 
Aggregate 215 -0,V26,-HD0 139,300 hn.oOO l,^^73/;00 6,0oV,600 
« value of output in dollars. labor services in dollars. ~ ^-'per 
ating services in dollars. = capital services in dollars. 
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B. Inputs of Lalx)r Services 
lia1»r service inputs for the 215 elevators amounted to 
1^1-,189,300,, Again, total value of lahoT service inputs 
folloved the same area pattern as the total value of output 
with the greatest input of tl|95l»700 bei.ng in central Kansas 
followed by Sl|^ 13|700 in western Kansas a»3 $823,900 in 
eastern lansas* Labor inputs by sideline strata were 
12,3?^,700 in the 30 per cent aM more group, $1,3^2,900 in 
tlM 20-29 per cent stratua, ai¥i $^71,700 in th© less than 
20 per cent stratuia* 
Inputs of Ifttor services were by far the most important 
dollarifiise of the three resource categories. These inputs 
aceoitnted for 68,9 cent of tlB value of all service 
inputs for the 21? elevators (Table When stratified by 
area, labor inputs md© up 66,^ per cent of all inputs in 
the ifestern region, 68,8 per cent in the central area, and 
73*5 per cent in eastern Kansas* fliis pattern from west to 
east was of interest in terms of tte diversification in side-
lim sales# In general, more capital services relative to 
labor were employed in the %festern area and the use of these 
services declined from western to eastern Kansas. This raay 
be due in pai't to the type of elevator operations in eastern 
Kansas wMch result in greater need for more labor relative 
to capital service where sideliim operations were relatively 
more important. 
Talbl© Proportion of total productive IniMts l)j category 
of iri|jut for selected Kansas cooperative grain 
elevators Isy specified strata for the 19"i'9 wheat 
crop year^ 
strata 'toiler of SSMMgea 
eleTfators \ ''"''2 3 
Western Kansas Pi'r? 66 7.5 26.1 100 .0 
Central Sansas 100 68.8 6.9 2^K3 100 .0 
Eastam Kjinisas 60 73.5 6 »0 20.5 100 .0 
Less than 20;% sidelines 50 63.5 7.5 29 .0 100 .0 
20-»29;'S' side Linos 78 67.2 7.7 25.1 100 .0 
301& or laore sidoliries 37 71.1 A 0 ^ •.J 22.6 100 .0 
Western Kansas 
Less than 20;^ sidelines 2k 62.5 7.^^ 30 .1 100 .0 
20-29/s sidelines 23 66 »6 3.0 25.'5- 100 .0 
Central Kmsas 
20-29/3 sidelines 33 66,9 7.8 25.3 100 .0 
30;C or aore sidelines 70.2 6.'- 23.^- 100 .0 
Eastern Kansas 
30yi or laor© sideliaes 3^i- 7^f.9 5.8 19.3 100 .0 
Aggregate 215 68.9 6.9 2^!-. 2 100 .0 
» value of output in dollars# « labor services 
In dollars. » operating services in dollars. 
« capital slsrvices in dollars* 
hi 
C» Inputs of Operating Services 
Inputs of operating services for the 215 ele-rators 
asonatefl to ^f21,|600# 
Total inpits of operating services wore $66,900 in east­
ern Kansas as eoiapared with in yestern Kansas. On 
a relative basis inpnts of operating services accounted for 
only 6f9 pe? cent of all service inputs for the 215 elevators. 
D, Inputs of Capital Services 
fhe total value of capital services for the 215 elevators 
%ias $1,^ 73f700« TMs category of services follov/ed the same 
pattern on an absolute tesi© as total value of output when 
stratified by areas and per cent of sideline operations 
(Table 3)* Inpats of this service aiaounted to 2^ ,2 per cent 
of all service inptits for all elevators. When stratified on 
the feasis of sideline sales a distinct pattern of tl'« relative 
importance of capital services was noted. While labor ser­
vices increased in relative imiortanee as an inpnt froa low 
to high percentage sideline salesj capital services decreased 
in relative importance. 
1» Mtor-Capital Service Ratios 
Later-capital ratios for the various strata and the 
entire group of 215 elevators .are shown in Table 5» This is 
2^ 
Table 5. Labor-Gapital service ratios for selected, 
Xfinnao cooperatiire grain elevators by 
rr-jacifiod strata for the 19H'9 v/heat 
crop year® 
Strata Kuiaber of 
elevators Ratios 
lie stern Kansas 5^ 
Central iCansas 100 2.3V 
Eastern Kansas 60 -> r'O 
Lass than 20a sidelines 50 2.19 
20'»29> sidelines 78 2.63 
30/3 or ii»re sidelines 87 3.1^+ 
Western Kansas 
Less than ,20|4 sidelines 2.07 
20-29)« sidelines 23 a. 61 
Central Kansas 
20-,29;;i sidelines 38 2.65 
30/S or fflor© sidelines 1,5 3,00 
Eastern Kimstis 
yyp or E»re sidelines 31+ 3.39 
Aggregate 21? 2.8^ 
^Labor and capital sersrices in dollars at arith' 
raetlc means of irarlables. 
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merely another form of expressing iselationsMps previously 
noted, Belatlirely more lalxsr services than capital services 
were employed as tb.e proportion of sideline sales increased. 
The lal»r-capital ratio %ms 2,19 for the less tlian 20 per cent 
group compared with'B.l^  for the 30 per cent or more sidelines 
group# I^ tss capital in proportion to labor was employed in 
eastern Eaitsas ©levators tlian in tlus© in western Kansas. 
Possible reasons for tliis variation in ratios have been 
pointed out in sections dealing with inputs of labor aM 
capital services, 
F, Hesidma of Output ¥aliie over 
Eesonree Costs 
Besidna of value of outptit over resource costs for 
various staeata are SITOHI in Table 6, An average for all 
elevators was $20jl95« Residim increased in size as the 
proportion of sldelif^  sales increased. Elevators having less 
than 20 per cent sideline sales iaad a mean residual value of 
116,076I the 20-29 per cent group had a value of S19>39C, 
while the 30 per eent and more .group had a mean residual 
value of '3|283# residual value also imreased f^ om 
eastern to western Kansas as followss ©astern Kansas — 
il3f398j central Kansas — 119^ 680,, and western Kansas — 
112855^3. 
TaM© 6. Residua of arithmetic rasan of value of output 
over arithmetic aean of all productive resource 
services for selected Kansas cooperativo grain 
sleifatoi's bjr specified strata for t!ic 19^9 
ylmat crop 
Strata lumber of 
elevators 
Residua 
dollars 
Western Kansas 55 28,5^f3 
Central Kansas 100 19,680 
Eastern Kansas 60 13,393 
Less than 20jS sidelines 50 16,076 
^-29/^ sidelines 78 19,390 
30 . oT more sidelines 37 23,203 
Western Kansas 
Less than ,20/2 sidelines 2^'i- .2^,212 
sidelines 23 '>5,291 
Central Kansas 
35-29;«' sidelines 38 17, 
30/5 or Eiore sidelines ^•t-5 25,133 
Eastern Kansas 
30;y or Ji»re sidelines 3I1. l^i-5332 
Aggregate 215 :50,i^5 
®Y « value of output in dollars. X, « labor services 
in dollars. Xp 5 operating services in dollars. 
X.;, s caidtal s&rvices in dollars. 
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SMISflClL ASSUMPflOIS AND FORK OF HIODUCTION 
FTJICTIOIS USED III TIE AimLYSIS 
Statistical Assumptions 
To state explicitly th© statistical assmaptions made in 
the analysis the usual general regression sjodel with r fixed 
iMepei^ ent variates will be presented. 
In this case Yj tli© depeMent variable, can be approxi­
mated by the geiBral linear equation 
r r 
•sr => / ^ c = ? ®' 
i»l 1=1 
wliBre the regression coefficients {b^ }^ are to be 
determiaed from nt^  / I) siigltaaeoiis observations 
on Y aM the %'s (xi « Jc^  - %), .The first rela­
tionship represents the true experimental model in 
terms of the paraiaeters CjU. and the p|_) and tlie true 
error, Cj while the secom is in terms of the esti-
• mates of these paTameters aM the residual, e. 
The bJS are determined by minimising the sum of the 
squared residuals 
The usual assuaptions are:^  
(i). The are fixed irariates and may be looked 
upon as population par alters,.' Often the 
X's ore ctosen deliberately and the Y*s are 
produced or choson at raMom#' 
(ii) For a fixed set of I's, say the Y*s 
associated with this set are HID with mean 
.^L,. Andorsoii and f.A, Bancroft, Statistical tteory in 
research,^  Now York, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc,. 1952» p. l68, 
%*' refers to a pai'ticular set. 
h6 
T 
Ed") s jtt / 2 variance The 
i«l 
obserwd i-egresslon SIB?face is f • » f 
»•» tiae asstimption of riormallty is requirea 
oiil5r wlian confidence limits and tests of signi­
ficance are used, 
<iii) Fof any set of X'a, the ¥arlaiie© of Y shall 
be tlie saciei this is the assuisption of 
hGSioscedasticity, 
2a the uanal Mological ezperii®nt the I's fluctuate from 
ample to sample %iiiile the X*s rejsain fi»cl# ¥hen sampling 
with replaceiaent frojs a finite popialation, as mansr samples as 
desired maj be obtained. 
Saveirer, in siost economic data, such as that considered 
in tills analysis a different viewpoint is usually taken con­
cerning the Batare of the depeMent variable arjd the mture 
of the populatioE eorisiderecU A single observation on Y nay 
b© thought of as beiiig made up of a systematic part aM an 
erratic coiapoiieat, loopmans^- sets forth this mtion as 
follows: 
• it is clear tl'iat tte exiacession 'repeated 
saspllrig' recpiros an interpretation somewhat 
different ftrom tMt prevailing in applications of 
sanipling theory in the agriciiltiiral aM biological 
field. In the latter d,oiaains in maxiy cases repeated 
samples may in pr-inclple be obtained in any mmber. 
5?he distritetion of a statistic 'in repeated 
samples* is therefore something which, if only 
sufficiently extensive efforts ai^ e applied, may be 
fomM or controlled by experience. But in tlie 
%5alling C» Koopmans. Linear regression amlysis of 
economic time series* Haarleia. DeErven F. Bohn I»¥. 
1937. p» 7. 
i|.7 
conditions tiiiler t^Mch sa®pli.?ig theory is used here 
sueli a distribution is laich sore hypothetical in 
mtBre* The ohserirations X3_Ct), i « l,..*, n? 
t « T constituting oiie saspl©, a repeated 
sample consists of a set of iralues which the vari­
ables would hav8 asstiise^ if in these years the 
aystematic eompouents ha<l heen the same and the 
erratic compoaants ImA been other iadepeBdent 
ra»3.om drawings &om the dlstrilmtioii they are 
supposed to haTQ.l 
Tiabergen^ has further ©latoratod on the notion of hypo­
thetical infinite population of the erratic components of the 
€epea2eat variable as followss 
ftere aro two main reasons why tfeere^gults of 
a iBUltiple correlation calculation are not com­
pletely aeewate. In the first plaee| there are 
raadom ieTiations# manifesting tfeaselves in the 
s|a*©aaing of the aots in the scatter diagram and 
caused either by errors of measttrement or by neg­
lecting part of the explanatory factors in the 
under lying theory. In the second place, there say 
be umlticollinearity or a situation approximating 
it, fhe t%io causes may appear independently of 
each other, bo.t often Ixsth will be present. 
fhe meertaiaty in the restats, in particular 
in the regression coefficients and also in the 
correlation coefficient a consequenc© of the 
presence of random deiriations — is nsTially 
expressed by the size of the standard deviation 
of these magMtiidss* The latter indicates the 
standard deviation which —- calculated according 
to th© ordinary definition of this expression — 
wotiM be obtairjied if not one complex of obserifa-
tions would be present.^ bat a ^ eat number of 
similar complexes, in which the random deviations 
would ha¥e 'been different in e^ery ease. These 
complex©s like th© one which has appeared in 
reality, are considered as representing samples 
from a greater iiaaginary complex Indicating "wha.t 
%or this analysis t » 1, i.e#, one year's data are used, 
Tintfergen. Econosetrics* New York, The Blakiston 
Company# 1951# p« 8o. 
kB 
could hme Mppeiecl ^tist as well." fMs greater 
copaplexj of course, Is of a ir©re or less hypotheti­
cal cteaeter. Fisher« who has given tlia thsory 
oa tlie tesis of which these staii^ laria deviations 
are usually oalciilatecij has msnmd that the 
©:^ laimtor^  variables are exactly known, but tliat 
the variable to be explaiiBd possesses a raMom 
component, wiiieh is distributed according to tlie 
Gauss law* fte a.saal forimilas have teen derived 
f^oia thaso premises# 
fine vi©is?point of a hypottetical infinite poptilatioii as 
pointed omt by Ymopmrn aM Tinbergen was accepted for this 
study* Its application will be discnssed in greater detail 
afliep first |2*es@atiiig the specific asstaaptions made in tiie 
aialysls. 
fhe method of fintmr in fitting production functions 
to ttfo i3?ottps of farfii records has been used,^  Cobb-Douglas 
fwnctioM of the forra 
wMeh are limar in the logaritlmSj 1.©. 
log • log 1% / kg log %••• / % log %..» ^  kp log Xp, 
were fitted to tM data by the classical method of least 
squares applied to the log form of the vaJ^ iables* If the 
aesintption is made that tl-© liidepeiiiQiit variables are fixed 
ai:fi log XjL is aoriaally distribated \d.th a coj^ taat variance 
about som true value, tlmn the least squares laethod as 
^Serhard fiatiBr* A mt@ on the derivation of production 
faaetions from farm records. EcowmtTica 125 26-27. 
Jaimar|^ l^ #^ flntmr aM O.II# a o^^ ralee. Production functions 
derived i^om far si records. Jour. Farm Ec. 26s 566. August IS^^-AK 
h9 
applied will Afield best unbiased linear estimates of the 
regression eoefficients, Furthersior©, if the deviation of the 
observed values of log from th$ regression estimates ar© 
norsially and iMepoMently distrilmted, then standard errors 
of the regression coefficients laa^ r te obtained. Justification 
of such a proeedtire is of cotarse dependent upon the assumption 
that tte deviations from regression are normally and indepen* 
dently distributed. A singl© equation is assujiod. Tliis 
i»thod is no longer valid if the equation belongs to a system 
of equations all of which contain errors. 
Th® data used in the study ar© for transactions of the 
19^ 9 wheat crop y©ar for 215 lansas cooperative grain eleva­
tors.^ Th® assunption is made that each observation of th@ 
depeaient variable is aade up of a systematic part and an 
erratic compoi^nt, fhese erratic cornpomnts can be assumed 
Gerhard fintner. Icoi^ ii©tries. New lork, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc. 1952. p. 85". 
p 
All of the assumptions regarding the variables as stated 
in this section apply to tlie log form of the variables. The 
method of least squares could he applied to the arithmetic 
form but the computations would mch more difficult than 
for the log form. 
f^he 215 cooperative elevators used in this study consti­
tuted all of the Kansas cooperative elevators tliat had usable 
records for the 19^ 9 wteat crop year. After conference with 
lumbers of the trade it is the witer's Judgment that tte 
Kansas firms can be considered typical of ieteaska elevators 
iniaediately north of risk areas I and II in Figure 7. 1'hey 
are also considered typical of elevator firms in Oklatoiaa 
ifflsiediately south of ttes© tvo risk areas. 
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to be errors of observations and are a sample &om a hypo­
thetical Inflioit© population of all possible errors of obser­
vation- in the depe.aaent variable X3_. We are then considering 
that these data are a single sample from the hypothetical 
infinite population of observations of Xj. repeated 
iieasiareiaents of the sara© variables of the ssm elevators. 
Errors in the observation of may arise due to inaccu­
racies in the estimation of volumes of wheat handled. Many 
tii^ s elevators estimate tiiis voluiae from weigh-in-tickets 
aM apply a steinkage factor v^ y^ing from one to two per cent, 
fh© rat© of simiiimge varies fl?om elevator to elevator in an 
HBp-edictable fashion. Sneh a method can inteoduce variations 
particularly in inventories from elevator to elevator. Conse-
qnently, situations can arise in which elevators having the 
saciQ inpnts can have differences in output. Elevator managers 
&eqtiently point out that two carloads of wheat weighed out at 
identical weights from a given elevator but sent to two dififer-
©nt sMpping points will be weighed in at the receiving points 
at different weights, ftose differences are assuMJd to be 
errors of observation and recording. 
Ttore may also be errors in the equation, that is, cer­
tain variables may have been omitted because of lack of 
neasureEents, or their influence on output is not recognized.^ 
^Gerhard fintner* A mte on the derivation of jxpoduction 
functions fj^ om farm records, leonometeica 12:26-27. January 
19M^., 
One siiQh variable may be iiaiiageaieEt wliich isas n.ot inclucied 
localise Keasoresients were not available. Another iisportant 
eoasicl@2?ation Is veather. It is well known in the industry 
that wheat received on hot dry days will require less tiiri.ing 
in storage than wheat received on cool daiip days. These con­
ditions will vary in a random fashion tiriroiighout the harvest 
period and from area to area. 
With respect to the Cobb-Domglas form of production 
function Tlntner^  Ms pointed out tte following: 
If the errors in the data are small and norm­
ally distributedJ a logarithaie transformation of 
otar variables will preserve the normality to a suh-
stantial dep'ee. as can foe seen fro© the Taylor 
development of the lo gar it Jim. But even if the errors 
are net normally distrilmted and not independent, 
we shall get t!i© best linear estimat© in a certain 
sense hj the application of the method of least 
squares.^  fests of significance, however, are no 
longer valid. 
%.A. Markoff* Wafersch@lnlichk©itsrechnung, 
teipzlg. 1912. 
F.I. Bavis and J. leyaian. Extension of the 
Marfcoff theorem on least sqiiares. Statistical 
research mesoirs. ?ol, 2. 193^ . pp. 105 ff. 
I.e. Aitken. On least sci'yiares and linear 
cosiMnations of observations. Proceedings of the 
loyal Society, Edintmrgh. ?ol. 55. 1935. 
pp. h'2 f. 
^IMd. 
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B. Form of a*oduction Functions Used in tli© 
Analysis 
Mvaatages aM liEdtations of the so*»called Cobt>-Doiiglas 
functions haT© been, extensively discussed in the literature,^ 
p 
Tiatner'^ has simiaarlzed soiie of tlie more important 
reasons for tlie me of tliis particular function in studies of 
this tjpt as followss 
CD It gives imediately elasticities of pro-
teet ¥itli respect to th© factors of pa*odiiction 
if ml H, Douglas called tteia flezibiiities). Tliat 
is ¥6 get answers to the cpestiont by feow mn^ per 
cent will tli0 product increase on the average if 
the given factor increases by 1 per cent. Elasti­
cities are «3iBieiisio,nless mmtjers a»l indepeMent 
of tlB units of EBasureiieiit* 
(a) Cte form of the p'odtiction function permits 
tlie ph©2i0fflSiK3a of decreasing mrginal rctiirns to 
coiiB into evideae© withotit the use of too miny 
degrees of freedom# This woiild mt be possible if 
%l, Bronfeabremiar and Paiil H. Douglas. Cross-section 
studies in the Cobb-Douglas fiinetion. Jour. Ftol. Ec. h7t 
761-785. December 1939« 
Clmrles W. Cobb aM Paul H, Douglas. A theory of pro-
(Jiiction. to, Ec» Eev* l8s 139-16^, llarch 1928, 
Paul E» Douglas, iro tter© laws of production? Am. 
Ee. Eev. 38tl«4fl. Part I. March 19^8. 
Earl 0-. Ileady. Production .functions from a raaiom 
sample of farias. Jour. Farm Ec, 28s989-100^. Hovember 19^. 
Jacob Marschals aisl Williaa H. indrews Jr. Random 
iiimultaijeous equations aa! tte theory of production. 
EcomiBtrics 12sl^i-3-205. July-Octoter 19w. 
a>rst MeMershausen. On the sigjai.ficai:^e of aiK3ther 
production function, M» Be. E©v. 31s563-?69. September 
19^1« 
^Gerhard TiatMr, A note on tte derivation of |a:'oduc-
tion funetions from farm records, Econometrica 12:26*27. 
January I9M4'. 
MS sbonia fit a linear function to our data as such, 
without using the logarithms. If we should us©, on 
the other hand, a quadratic function, we could get 
decreasing returns. But such a function would 
necessitate more than twice as many regression 
coefficients aM henc© substantially disiinish the 
numher of degrees of freedom.* 
• # # 
C^ -) Me belieire that Domglas and his associates 
hme amply deiaonstrated th© useftilness of Ms par­
ticular approach in spit© of some criticism.^  
^Se© especially: M, Mendershausen# On the 
significance of Professor Douglas* production 
function, EcG.miB0trica, 6jlfe-l53# April 1938# 
^If n is large the loss of degrees of freedom is of little 
consequence when the quadratic function is used but compu­
tational effort is greatly increased. 
X, ffiODBCTIOI FtJNCTIOIS USED IN THE STUDY 
ColJl>*Bouglas fractions fitted in the aimlysis were of tlm 
formi 
2 » wter© 
X S value of output in dollars 
% a labor senrices in dollars 
Xg 2 operating services in dollars 
^3 s capital services in dollars 
Coefficients b, C| and &. are ©lasticities of production. 
A 1 per cent Increase in will give Cb) per cent increase in 
output of T ¥li©n other inputs are held constant. The letter 
Ca) represents a constant in the function. 
fhe twelTO ftiactions were fitted as follows: 
1, Western Kansas 
Y s 7.8657 
2, Cen1a?al Kansas 
X s 3.9258 
3, Eastern Kansas 
1 » 2,1^ -638 
h. l^BB than 20$ sideline sales 
Y = 1.0762 
5, 20*»29% sideline sales 
1 a 7,9218 
<S. 30^ or lior© sidelii» sales 
¥ « 3.^173 ^7173^^.3023 
table 7, ^.".aarossioii coefficients and associated statistics for 215 selected Kansas 
c. itlve grain elevators by specif led strata for tl'-e 19--t9 ^flieat 
cro 
Type of statistic Western 
Kansas 
Central 
Kansas 
Eastern 
Kansas 
Less thain 
20p sidel. 
20-05' 
sidel. 
more 
siael. 
Values of a, log form 0,0752 0 ,l50h 0.061^ 0 ,ifl05 0,7937 0.5755 
falues of a J aritI:oietic form 7,0657 3.9253 2.H-633 1-,0762 7.9218 3.^-17^ 
Values of (elasticities) 
Labor services 
Operating services 
Capital services 
—0 »0 36m-
0.5262 
0,W'i-9 
O.lVi-7 
0.-i-02o 
0. :'ir53 
0/ '>23 
. ^*^^9 '-J 
0,68ii-8 
0.1951 
0*309^1-
0.3613 
0.0021 
0.53^0 
0,6^+69 
0.0717 
0-.3023 
Standard errors of 
Labor services 
Operating services 
Capital services 
0.13^3 
0. ^ 
0.r97 
0.0971 
0.06^6 
0.0872 
0.102^f 
0.0573 
0 „09h2 
0.1^+9^-
0,0862 
n '1.^ 
0.1790 
0,0950 
0.127s 
0,0751 
0.0^53 
0.0763 
Suras of elasticities 0.9220 1.030:5 1.0530 1.1093 0.9k7k 1.0209 
Calculated t-values 
Labor services 
Operating services 
Capital services 
3.7009 
-.0.3738 
-^.7972 
^i-.9930 
2.2060 
V.0 221 
6.30jr 
1 .n 
3.71 "^2 
2.2656 
3 .604-3 
2.0173 
0.022H-
it-. 5633 
3.617H 
1.33^ 
3.9601 
0 It 0.3712 0.3561 0.::7^f3 0.3966 0.7922 0.9032 
X V 0 .V33 0.925 0.;;35 0.5if7 •J 0  - J  y  \y 0.953 
s value of output in dollars. X-] • labor servicos in dollars. « oper-» 
ating services in dollars. X, » capital services in dollars. 
Table 7. Continued 
Type of statistic Loss than 
Tf'j sidel. 
IS 
20-'^;-
sidel. sidel, 
aore 30- m^ e 
sidol. sicsl. elev. 
Tallies of log form 
Values of a, aritliaetie fora 
Values of (elasfcieities) 
Labor services 
Operating services 
Capital services 
Standard errors of B-
Labor services 
Operating services 
Capital services 
Sums of elasticities 
Calculated t-values 
Labor services 
Operating services 
Capital services 
R-
E 
1.3252 
0.6086 
0.1631 
0.39^3 
0.2.202 
0,1851 
0.1502 
2.765^i-l 
O.OSll 
2.62'^-9 
0.387V 
0 /ih2 
0.9807 l.oii-72 
23.0379 12.6171 
0.2778 -0.0110 
-0.1893 0.2571 
o.7?ioS 0.7270 
0..S©62 
0.1075 
0.1636 
0.3613 
0.1907 
0.2153 
1.1659 0.8091 0.9731 
1.3^76 
-1.7610 
V.VdMT 
0.8802 
91 T\ 
-0.0303 
1.3-78 
3.3773 
0.7590 
0.871 
0.62¥i- 0.^1031 0.6^90 
^.3872 1.5030 v.2^98 
0.6297 
0.0959 
0.2655 
0.6^5 
0.0V37 
0 
0.5201 
0,0778 
0 .^ 412^  ^
0.1115 
0.0672 
0.1193 
0,0959 
0.0568 
0.0962 
0.0621 
0.0398 
0,05^-1 
0.9911 1.1123 1.0103 
5.6^j-96 
1.V269 
2.216a 
6.i^727 
0.3561 
^^f.6076 
3.3752 
1.9571 
7.6217 
0,3S^^^ 0.9250 O.86S2 
0.9^ 0.962 0.932 
^'1 » value of output in dollc^rs. Xq_ » labor services in dollars. = oper­
ating sorvicos in dollars. a capital services in dollars. 
Table 8, Levels of significance for regression coefficients and B for 215 selected 
Kansas cooperative grain elevators by specified strata for the 19h9 wheat 
crop year® 
Wastern 
Kansas 
Central 
Kansas 
Eastern 
Kansas . 
Less than 
sol sidel. 
20»^>^ 
sid^l* 
30;5 sure 
sidel. 
D/F 51 96 56 if6 7k 83 
haboT services .001 .oca .001 .001 .0ft>P>-,020 .001 
Oper. services ,i40>l^>.30 .05>P>.02 ,30>P>.20 ,05>P^.02 a ..20>E^.10 
Capital services .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
R .01 .01 • .01 .01 .01 .01 
strata 
Western , Eastern Aggregate 
I»ess than 
sidel. 
20-29^ 
sidel. 
20-^1" 
sidel. 
30JS raore 
sidel. 
30jS mre 
sidel. 
215 
elevators 
D/P 20 19 3'!- hi 30 211 
Labor services .02>P7'.01 ,20>r'?',10 NS SO .001 .001 .001 
Oper. services ,^lO>r>.30 .io>p7.o5 .20;-P^.10 .20^^7.10 .5-!OH^>,30 .10>F>.05 
Capital services ,02^P7-,01 .001 .Ol^F 7.001 .05^F7.02 .001 .001 
11 .01 .01 .01 .01 m 0 .1. m • W JU 
^Nonsignificant at P » .50 
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7* Western Kansas 
tess than 20% sldeliiB sales 
I » 1.3253 
8, Western laEsas 
2029I? sideline sales 
Y - 23.0379 
9. Central Kansas 
20*29^^ sidelin© sales 
1 « 12.6171 
10» Central Kansas 
30^ or B5ore sideline sales 
1 = if* 3872 
11* Easier a Kansas 
30^ or i»r© sideline sales 
1 s 1.5&80 
12* Aggregate 21? elevators 
I « l.,2t^98 
laXuBS of ani H for each of the alsove t-v/el've functions 
ar@ shown in fable 7* values of H are significant at the 
1 per cent leirel of probability (Table 8). significance 
of a regression equation can also be tested by an analysis of 
Tarianee. Yalnes of F are shown in fabl® 9| and are all sig* 
nificant at the 1 per cent level.* 
Staaiard errors of elasticity coefficients of equations 
1 through 12 are given in Table 7« Appropriate t-tests for 
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the alxjire coeffieients were laade and significance levels are 
gi-ren in fable 8* Eighteen of the 36 regression coefficients 
were significant at the .001 level of proba^bility, fMrty of 
tlie 36 coefficients were significant at least at the ,10 
level. coefficients were not significant at the ,50 
level of probaMlity# For this analysis the ,10 level was 
used as the level for testing significance. This does not 
mean tlmt variables with nont-sigMfleant coefficients at the 
•10 level were ©xelttded ftom th© functions, Ecoi»mic logic 
requires ttet such variables be included in the functions, Mt 
¥© mnmt say that their effect is significantly different 
from zero in a statistical sense. 
Ill elasticity coefficients were less than om^ iMi« 
eati,9g decreasing siargiml retiaras to each of the significant 
positive factor s,^ 
Elasticity coefficients yield important Inferences in 
terms of decisions* National policies or decisions of leMing 
agencies may be concerned about effects of additional capital 
services in certain regions. 
In the aggregate function of 21? elevators a 1 per cent 
increase in or later, otter thii^s equal, bought about 
an Increase of ,5301 per cent in value of output or Y, 
A 1 per cent increase in capital services in central 
Kansas, other things equal, would increase output, by per 
cent, wbsreas a 1 per cent increase in capital services in 
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faisle 9.' Analysis of variance for selocted Kansas coop'orative 
grain elevators by specified strata for th.G 19'•^9 
•i?£i0at crop year^ 
Strata Iiiiaber of 
eleifators 
Mean sciuare 
Megression Error 
? 
values 
Mestern Kansas 55 .025062 .000217 115.^33 
Central Kansas 100 .501^:26 .000263 1,)06.563 
Eastern Kansas 60 .020616 .000159 129.660 
Less than 20>i sidelines 50 .0257^-2 0001 132.690 
20-29/i sidelines 78 .02915^^ .000310 9^-;-.0^f5 
306 or more sidelines 37 .^107916 ,000l'f7 2,77'^.93S 
Western Kansas 
Less tliaa 20)5 sidelines 2h 
2G-'29/^ sidelines 
Central Kansas 
20-'^ ? sidelines 
30;:5 or laore sidelines 
Eastern Kansas 
*)n or more sidelines 
Aggregate 
?3 
3I5. 
215 
1.132183 .021557 
.623578 .Ol35.K)^.f 
1.if 79 5^+8 .o^M'M-56 
1.767756 .016908 
1.215757 .009 35'-'-
.103320 .000223 
52.521 
'S-6.522 
35.69c 
10^;-. 551 
123.377 
'!-63.318 
®X ® value of output in dollars. « labor service a in 
dollars. = operating services :m dollars. s cai> 
ital services in dollars. 
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eastern laiisas mstiid yieM a rettarn of only *3^  pe3? cent in 
omtpmt. Siffiilarlyj the greatest percentage effect on output 
liaTe been causecl by a 1 per cent increase in capital 
serifices in eleiratots with 20-^ 2^  per cent sideline sales. 
Likewise I an aMition of 1 per cent more lalxjr services in 
©astern Kansas would have had a greater percentage effect on 
ontptit than in central or western Kansas. Similar types of 
statements regarding signi.ficant elasticity coefficients can 
b@ made for eaeli of tbe input varlab3.es in the equations* 
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U,. AMLCTIGAI. ffiOCEDOHlS 
fills section will set forth marginal prodticts computed 
for various resoOTsesj differences in protoctivity of a given 
resoiirce tetw®@ii strata^  ©fficieacy of factor pricing, returns 
to seal# I aM effects of later'-capital substitution on costs. 
B@eom©idatloas to acMeve efficient resourc© use in the 
Kansas cooperative ^ain elevator industry will be made. 
A, Marginal JRroducts 
l^imary interest centers arouM the value of the Eiargi-
iml products since these basic B^ asurements woi-e involved in 
one of the l^ potJieses subject to test in tliis study. I-'larginal 
p-oducts based on geoiBtric leaas^ - for the 215 elevators a3 a 
group anl by specified strata ar© shown in Table 10. JIarginal 
products Imre are to be interpreted as follows! if all 
resource inputs are at tteir geosestric iiieans, "one more input" 
of a given rosoure©^  ifill add to the value of output an asrount 
hm labl© 25 in IPI^IDIX A. 
p 
Margiiial products are derivatives of output with respect 
to tlie particular resource \ilth all rosources at their mean 
inputs from, the jroduction functions. 
Where 1 « f(i;2^ 1,...X£'^ i.,,Xj^ ^^ )5 the marginal prodiict 
bt b^I 
oquatlon for ~ . 
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fable 10, ilarsiyial products foj* resource variables of 215 
soiocted. Kansas cooperative grain elcn/ators by 
s.iocifiad strata for trio l'>'4-9 \meat crop year^ 
ofr-iti Huiiber of 
uLrai,a elevators 
Labor 
services 
Oper. 
expenses 
Capital 
services 
Western Kansas 55 ^1.29 c> 00 S3.77 
Central Kansas 100 1.17 3.69 2.99 
Eastern Kansas 60 1 *'4-8 2.06 0 p,I /.. • --'J-
Less than 20;C sidelines 50 1.83 5*13 2.2o 
20~29?» sidelines 78 0.91 0.06 I'."? 
30;l or more sidelines 87 1. Vi- 2.05 2.23 
yestern Kansas 
Less tlian sidelines : 2^-I- 1.87 h.i7 2.39 
aO-29?a siiielines 23 0.69 
0
 » 
!
 5.2^i-
Central Kansas 
.20~29,.> sidelines 3B —0.03 6.23 5.35 
30;j or more sidelines I1.5 1A6 2.72 1.93 
Eastern, Kansas 
30^ or aiore sidelines 1.32 "i ^ s Q X • T :..) 3.5^^ 
Aggregate 215 1.27 2.1^ 3.10 
^Computed at geora©tric raeans of variables 
iMicatcsd hf the giirea marginal isrodiict# Consequently, in 
the ag.gregate furKJtion of 215 elevators, a one-dollar increase 
in. capital services tinder the cooditions assmaed above ¥ill add 
I3»10 to tiie Value of output. Ail positive elasticity coeffi­
cient® for lalJor services are significant at least at the 10 
per cent lev©! exempt for the 20-29 per cent sideline sales 
sla-atttB in western Kansas, The single negative elasticity 
coefficient for later in the 20-29 per cent sidelines group 
in both, central and ¥©stern Kansas ¥as considered to he zero 
resnlting in a marginal product mt significantly different 
irom zero in ttes© two instances. 
Elasticity coefficients for operating expenses were Bot 
significant at tl© 10 i^ er cent level of probability for ©qua* 
tions Ij. 3j 5|, 6, 7j 9» XOf &M 11* lieme the conclusion was 
reacted, tiiat the marginal ,prodncts for operatini? expenses for 
tiB abov® equations (fabl© 10) did not differ significantly 
from ,sero» However, the elasticity coefficients for operating 
expenses in tbe 20-29 per cent group in western Kansas is 
negative and significant at the 10 per cent level. This \/ould 
yield a negative marginal product which is not acceptable from 
tte staMpoint of production ecomiiics logic,# . 
1'he elasticity coefficients of capital services were all 
positive and wer& significant at least at the 5 per cent level 
for each of the twelve functions, ifence the conclusion Xfas 
reached that each of the laarginal products for capital services 
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(Talal© 10) clid differ significantly from zero and are all 
positiTO# 
flm laargiaal, proanets as stown in Sable 10 .idw become 
important meastjraiaents in determining if resources are allo­
cated In an optimm fashion within an area and fpom area to 
area. For exmple^  did the marginal rettsrn of $3.77 for 
capital ser-rleos in wstern Kansas differ significantly from 
the 12,8l in eastern Kansas? Interest v/as also centered on 
tl® important policj qu^stioai did tlie mrginal productivity 
of factors differ sigiiificant3.y from factor costs? For 
exasple, did tte marginal product of $3»77 capital ser­
vices in western Kansas differ significantly from 11.03 or 
the cost of capital? Soise insigiit will I)© provided to the 
atove que St ions by the analysis presented in the rext sections. 
Differences in Marginal Productivities 
of Given Resources betTOen Strata 
If aiarginal pi*odttets of like resources differ from area 
to area assmaii^ g equal factor costs, elevator management has 
not as an average laasliiiizod refeirns to that particular 
resource. If iirodnctivity of capital services in western 
Kansas were greater tJmn that of eapital services in eastern 
Kansas, capital could be tiitMrawn from eastern Kansas and 
shifted to western Kansas to give a greater rettirn, A review 
of til© estimated marginal i^ roducts of fable 10 may lead to the 
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tlmt IsportaiitJ differences in resoiirce productivity 
existed aniorig tte various strata. However, since it is 
assuaed that the Eiarginal products are only estiisates of true 
parsMters, staiilar(5 errors must be considered. 
The actual value of the marginal, .products can vary 
because of differences in elasticities and differences in 
.aaiounts of r@soM*c©s used. Som insight regarding differences 
may he gained by determining whether the estiuiated elasticity 
coefficient of a given area or group differs significantly 
from tte elasticity coefficient necessary to make the margi­
nal product in the given area equal to the marginal product 
in another area of comparison. 
fhe following laethod is outlined by Heady and Du Toits^ f^  
In testing the significance of the differences 
in marginal products . , . tlm subscript a repre­
sents a factor or product for one type of ranch organ­
ization while tim subscript b represents that for 
another type of organisationt first, we wish to know 
whettor, given the mem resource quantities of the 
particular type of ranch organization, the marginal 
product for organization a differs from that for 
organlaatioa b» tfe compute the elasticity coeffi­
cient b*« %ihich ¥ould have been necessary in region 
a J iifith the mean resource inputs of region a, to 
glv© a marglml product CMP13) equal to that of 
region b. In other words, we wish to determine b'^  ^
in equation (1), where to)wn 
(y^  is tJi© Man output am is the laean input 
quantity of resources in region a). 
%.arl 0. Heady aiil Schalk Du loit, Mai'giaal resource 
productivity for agriculture in selected areas of South Africa 
and the United States. Jour« Pol. Ec, 62s^01. 195^* 
discussed here 
and are assumed fissed in tte tests 
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f 
CI) MP^ a 
In order to consider sample variance relative 
to the quantity of resoia-ces in each area, t>'« is 
comptited as shown by equation (2). 
(2) l3» » h-u & 
a "b zj, 
The value of t was then estlmted fey equation 
.1^ 
(3) t = 
llastieity eoeffleieats necessary in one stratum to 
ofetain^ . marginal produets equal to actual marginal products in 
the otiier stratum were coiaputed as in formila (2) above and 
are shown in tbe APIBI©XX (Tables 26, 29, and 32). The t-tests 
as eomputerl by forimila (3) ai»ve were used to determine 
MbBtimT the necessary elasticity coefficient b*^  was signifi­
cantly different from the actual elasticity coefficient b^ 
obtained from the production function, A 10 per cent level of 
probability for significance has been assumed in these tests 
(APKIDIX, fables 28, 31, and 3^). 
In the follo'^lng analysis the direction of the suggested 
.ffloveiKnt of resources will be indicated*' In an optiimim sense, 
the flow of services ft-OEi a stratum of low productivity to a 
stratum of high i^ oductivity should contimi© until the produc­
tivities ar^e equal in the t'^o strata. Equal, productivities 
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for like resoiarces in two areas, for example, my rK)t be 
obtained in practice because of certain technical limitations 
aM otbsr factors causing imEXjbility of resotirce transfer. 
Ho¥®¥®r, tlie was to determine tte direction of 
needed resoure© afij^stment# Ifereafter in the analysis wten a 
recoiunrendation is made'to moire oim resotarce froBi one stratum 
to anDtter the aboTe liEitations of factor mobility are 
assured • 
In the analysis which follotcs, the marginal products 
derived from grain elevator equations om tteough six were 
compared regardless of wlietlier the raargiml product was sig­
nificantly different from zero at the 10 per cent level of 
probability. In tlie test of differences in marginal products 
for other ftinctions in tMs study, comparisons were not roade 
for a resource ¥here the marginal product of a resource was 
not significantly different firom zero. In these and subse­
quent cases wtere oi» of the marginal products was not signi­
ficantly different fipom zero, allocation recoimnendations were 
made independently of the above tests of differences in 
productivity, 
1* ilsk areas 
fh© above analysis %*as first made on an area stratifi­
cation and was an attempt to determine whether important pro­
ductivity differences existed tetwoen broad risk regions. On 
the basis of results of significance of t-values in the above 
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testsj maJ'glnal productivity of lalaor did not differ sigrii-
ficaiitl^  feetwen areas. In other words, the marginal product 
ef tl»17 for Xator in central Kansas was not significantly 
different from tte marginal product of labor of $l,k-B in 
aastera Kaasas iKsr the labor retiarn of $1«29 in weBtevn Kansas. 
I,al3or services, then, on tlie average, laave been optimally 
allocated tetween tte ttee© risk areas of the state. 
A logical test of differences in productivity cannot be 
Made for operating expenses for the tliree areas. The coeffi­
cients for this variable ware i»n-significant in western arid 
©astern Kansas# Tlie central Kansas coefficient is negative 
which, would result in a negative sarginal product. Conse­
quently, on the basis of the evidence no allocation suggos-
tioiis can be made with respect to this resource on an area 
basis. 
Maj-'ginal productivity of capital services did .not differ 
significantly aiaong areas# On the basis of the above tests, 
iafereaces can be liiado that la1»r aM capital services have 
be©a. allocated in an optiEiUEi fashion, on th© average, among 
the three risk areas in the stat#. 
fhs fiMi^ngs ¥ith respect to labor aM capital are of 
considerable interest. However, such inferences should be 
carefully related to th© population of interest. Tte data 
used are for th© 19^9 wheat liarvest and inferences apply o.nly 
to that year.-
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Knowledge of th© liistoric instability of grain producti-
wity in til© western part of the state my have exerted a 
daffi5}eiiing influefiee on decisions to escpaM ©levator facilities 
as grain output expaMed dtjriag aM immediately after World 
Mar II, On the other handj the ©3q)ecitatlons of certain of the 
producers in the area may have influencod decisions to expaM 
and take advantage of fa-vorabl© tax aM financial consider­
ations in tte period considered, Tims eiscpansion may have been 
uMertaken with tte view that new capital resotirces could be 
aiaortized before aw serious reversal in crop output aai other 
incoses iwoiild oeetir. Such a view would be logical since the 
owmrs of capital resources generally distinct from those 
providing labor services# Consequently., if in future periods 
productivity of capital boeas© extacejuely low due to reduced 
grain, output in the region, th© capital facilities could be 
completely written off from an accounting staMpoint, vSocie 
labor sight have to seek other ©mployinent. Capital used for 
operating services in the ©levator busijasss is extremely 
ssMle aM coiild he transferred to other uses, 
A ii»re serious social .problem laay, however, revolve • 
aroiind the labor resource. If the volume of grains and other 
suppli0.s hai5dled grain elevators is sharply curtailed by 
drouth and governiaeat control px'ograms, a substantial volume 
of tfog present labor force used in tMs industry will i»©d to 
tta-n to other types of employment. The labor remaining in the 
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eleiratoy iBdustry nay be as productiYe as in other types of 
eaploymant* However, her© as In the present analysis all 
inferences with respect to the la1x>r resource sl-iould be 
res-fcrieted to the services of the working force actually used 
in tl» eooperatiire elevators,* Part of the labor services is 
geasoiial and may finl other types of ©inployment in off­
seasons, Mo Inference is made here with respect to the pro-
dnetivity of la1»r in the non-elevator employment. In fact, 
SOS© of the seasoiml labor force used in the elevator industry 
may hav© been unemployed during certain months of the year, 
l\itur# studies should inquire into these aspccts of the total 
Iffobles# 
Of particular interest would be a similso* productivity 
study of th@ smm group of elevators in the present period 
where a different population of interest may be defined. In 
the past few years drouth condition have been laore sever© in 
parts of Kansas than in ttm historic "dust bowl days" of the 
1930*s. Kesource productivity analysis usinig data for mor© 
recent years may ®>re accurately reflect considerations of 
risk and uncertainty than data used in this study. Producti­
vity inferences related to risk areas as defined in this study 
have considerable relevance to lending agencies interested in 
Investing funds in cooperative ©levator operations. These 
agencies often adopt a policy of spreading loans out over 
various parts of the state. Productivity studies for tlie 
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present period as outlined ato^e might suggest a reappraisal 
of leadiiig policies of these agencies as related to risk 
areas* 
2. .mm§, 
fJte seeoaS major stratification of the origiiial data vas 
oa a sidelifses basis and is of relevance tecause large cooper-
ati¥e sales agencies in the btqb. have b©eu urging local asso­
ciations to adopt a policy of exissMing sidelims operations, 
fliese lai*ge sales associations suggest that local elevators 
can increase their resource retttrns by making a more efficient 
use of certain inptit-g %fliich may be seasonally unemployed# 
Consequently the above stratification constitutes a crude 
aeasure of diversification of operations in elevators. Mo 
significaiit iiffereiicses were foual among marginal products of 
labor in tl»se groups. On the basis of this evidence then 
later has been eaployed in an optitstim fashion aisong diver sifi-^  
cation groups. 
Likewise, m evidence was i o^vided by tests that marginal 
products of operating expenses differed among strata. Coeffi­
cients for this VEiriable mbtq not significantly different 
from zero for two of the tteee groups. Ifence no meaningful 
recosmeMations can b© sade ¥ith respect to allocation effi­
ciency of this variable. As in the area stratification, 
thme is substantial evidence that operating services might 
have been combimd with the capital services. 
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Marginal ja-odiicts of capital services in the less tlian 
20 per cent sldellu© group aM the 30 per cent and, nxire side­
line group were sigEiiflcantly different from the marginal 
fa'odusts in the 20»29 per cent group, B?om the standpoint of 
©fficiency, raasdsiiia retisriis to capital services would require 
a transfer of services from both the less than 20 per cent 
aM the 30 per cent or r^ tre strata to tb© 20-29 por cent 
stratma. 
The ovor-all results of analysis on this basis of strati­
fication are somewhat difficult to interpret. Ho evidence 
existed to suggest tliat labor aM operatii^  services were not 
used in an optiiaisi. fasliion aiiong the three diversification 
groups* Capital iiroductivityi on tte other hand, was mor© 
productive in t,te medium group* However, some judgment may 
1» ®»@rcised comerning the relative consistency of coeffi­
cients oMai.Mcl for the mediuBj diversification group of eleva­
tors (those having 20-29 po2? cent sideline sales). Labor and 
capital service coefficients in the above function differed 
sharply from th© respective coefficients obtained for nine 
•otfm functions excluding observations of the iredium group. 
Observation of the data of each of the elevators in th© mediw: 
group ravealed wide differences in th© relative aiaounts of 
inputs fi'oia firm to firm. A detailed study of tlmse IMi-
vidual firms would bs required to doterniiiB reasons for these 
variations but ¥as beyoM the scope of this study. 
7^  
Coiiseqiiently, considering the atove liiaitations, suffi-
cleat evidence is mt availabl© to demonstrate differences in 
resoiiree prodnctivity between diversification groups. Again, 
such a eonelusien appears logical in view of the particular 
period for wliicli the ^ ata are relevant* 
3* Biffag6.iieea in.,gg.o.dtic.,t.lvl.te Mtween .diversification ^ owdb 
MMMamsm 
ftm idea of emphasizing a sideline enterprise in eleva­
tors is also a relevant consideration with respect to reducii^  
ineoiM variaMlity In areas of high risk* Also diversifi­
cation in these areas my increase resource productivity, 
fo ohtain irore j^ eeise answers to this problem, area sorts 
were sub-divided into diversification groups. The number of 
©levators in each of these sub-sorts is shown in Table 2. 
Arbife?arilyj functions were mt fitted to cells having fewer 
than 23 observations* TMs latter restriction narrows the 
scope of the over-all inferences tliat can be isade here. Com­
parison of productivity between diversification groups is also 
Bjore relevant in western ai^  central Kansas than in eastern 
lansas. 
TIB differeiices in ispoductivity tests do not provide any 
evidence tliat the $1.8? marginal product for labor in the less 
than 20 per cent group in western Kansas differed from the 
mrginal product of $1,^ in the 30 per cent or laore group 
in centeal lansas and the $1.32 marginal product in the 30 per 
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cent or more group in eastern Kansas. The computed marginal 
product for labor in tiie 20-29 P®r cent group in central 
Kansas was .mgative, but it was not significantly different 
from zero. I»ike¥ise tlie Biarginal product for labor in the 
20-29 per cent western Kansas group was not significantly 
different from zero# Ifenc© excluding the 20-29 per cent 
sidelines group in western aM centeal Kansas, labor has been 
optiiaally allocated in tb© area-dl¥©rsification strata. 
Due to the significance and sign of the coefficients for 
operating expense senrices no allocation recoottneMations can 
be made for this factor in the area-diversification functions. 
Four of the coefficients are positive tat nonfsignificant at 
the 10 per cent level, The only significant coefficient, 
that for the 20-29 p^r cent sidelines in western Kansas, is 
negative. 
Results of the tests of significance of capital produc­
tivity among the sub-sort functions are shown in Table 11, 
Again, allocation criteria muld suggest a flow of capital 
services from the 30 per cent or sssr© group in central Kansas 
to the 20-29 per cent steatuii in central Kansas and western 
Kansas, Allocation recoiamendations tJith respect to capital 
services are consistent \?d.th previous reeoimnendations on a 
diversification basis. However, they are not consistent with 
the fillings on an area basis, fh© atove situation may be due 
in part to the nature of the f\inctiojis for the 20-29 per cent 
^oup in western Kansas. 
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Co.nsidei'iag tb© limitations for the functions fitted to 
tiie 20-29 per cent group an! tte results of the t-tests, 
elevator resotsrcas wer© allocated in an optiraiim fashion 
tetween the diversification alternatives. Such a conclusion 
would logical i.n view of tte general crop and economic 
coMitions ©lasting for the period considered* iiowever, hsre 
again the inferences mst be limited to the sub-sort groups 
considered. For instance, comparisons were not available for 
the high diversification elevators in western Kansas or the 
lew diversification plants la central Kansas. Diversification 
comparisons ¥©re not available for eastern Kansas but the main 
interest was in the higher risk areas of central and western 
Kansas* 
C* Efficiency of Factor f^icirig 
Ihe question of efficiency of factor markets is of con­
siderable interest for policy reasons, Om of the purposes 
of this study iras to determine d.irectlon of needed adjust­
ments in tte flow of productive services. Various proposals 
have been made fpom tise to tiine to the effect timt the 
capital market, if coapetitiv©, would exhibit varying rates 
of interest for uses of different productivity. The notion 
was that uses of Mgh productivity would bid up the charge for 
capital services or the interest rate. If capital producti­
vity were less or in excess of tte cost of capital by a 
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significant differsnc©, then some evidence would b© provided 
for iseed for adjustments in the capital markets. To develop 
evidence to accept or reject the hypothesis tiiat there was no 
significant difference between tte productivity of capital aM 
th© cost of capital the folloisrli:^ procedure was useds 
h&t the mil hypothesis b® bgj^ & » K 
where is tM Eiarginal product of capital 
aM K 5 a constant or the value necessary to equal a 
ore-dollar input of capital services plus the 
interest cost of one dollar of capital services. 
1 The appropriate test then is 
' • i  - '  
fht interest charge used was computed according to the 
folloitring method* In Interest rate of ^  per cent v/as assumed 
for capital used in fixed assets, fh© balance of tlie capital 
service flow was assuii»d to be due to items for which an 
interest rat© of 3 per cent was apiscopriate. Ttese rates 
mre used by lending agencies financing fixed capital and 
operating loans to ^ain elevators for the period studied. A 
weighted average of the a1»ve two interest rates was 3»08, 
is assuiaed fixed. 
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wMch was rowMed off to 3 pei" cent for the study,^  
The t-values for the tests of capital-factor efficiency 
are sliowa in fable 11, A prohaMlity level of 10 per cent 
was assumed as an acceptable level for significance. These 
tests provided evidence to reject the hypothesis ttat produc­
tivity of capital services ¥as ©qual to the cost of capital 
services in all strata except the less than 20 per cent group 
ia western laasas, and the 30 per cent or more group in 
central Kansas. 
These fialings are of interest for policy reasons. For 
example I in areas vimr^  capit^ al productivity exceeded its 
co3t| credit policies might be of a nature to encourage the 
use of B©re capital services. Such areas might profitably 
pay a slightly higher interest ratei if mcessary, to obtain 
additional fuMs. 
In addition to the bundle of capital services as defined 
in the study, another jDom of capital was provided by funds 
used for operating expenses. Since funds for operating 
expenses are highly mbile, interest was also centered in 
whether iroductivity of this resource was equal to its cost. 
To obtain some answers to the above problem, the same 
%ieights for h and 3 per cent were deteriained by the 
proportion of fixed and fluid capital services making up tte 
capital service charge for the aggregate 215 elevators. 
fhes© weights were assumed for all other functions in which 
this "p.artieulir test for capital services was used. 
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Table 11, lahies of t and levals of significance for tectr; of 
difference bet\/eon the productivity and cost of 
capital services in specified strata of 315 Kansas 
cooperative grain elevators for the 19^9 wheat crop 
year^ 
Str'ita Huaber of ^ „ . Signific 
- ^Mvatora ...^ level 
Western Kansas 55 3.^^85 .01 ;> P .001 
Central Kansas 100 3.033 .01;>P p-.001 
Eastern Kansas 60 2.3^7 .05;^ F 7- .020 
Less than 20$ sidelines 50 1.979 .10 >F >• .050 
20-29/4 sidelines 78 3.508 .001>I-> 
30il or niore sidelines 87 2.17? .01>P >-.001 
Western Kansas 
Less than 20?5 sidelines 2^ 1.690 .20>P >• .100 
20« ; sideilines 23 3.537 .oi;^ r > .001 
Central Kansas 
20-29fi sidelines 38 2.726 .02^ r ?• .010 
30jl or more sidelines 11-5 1.065 .20>-r > .100 
Eastern Kansas 
yyji or more sidelines 3^ 3.265 .01 > F ?-.001 
Aggregate 215 5.095-;- .001^1' 
%as0d on geoiaetric means and geometric marginal products 
of variables 
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proeediir© of analysis as used for capital services was 
eiaployed. An interest rate of 3 cent was assumed. The 
t»Talii@s and significaiie© levels are shown for only three 
strata and the aggregate ftinctlon in Table 12, because produc­
tivity of operating expenses was mt significantly different 
from zero in the otter strata. Again^  a 10 per cent level 
of probability was assu»d. At this probability level evi­
dence was provided to reject th© l^ rpothesis that the produc­
tivity of operating expenses is equal to its cost in the less 
than 20 per cent stratum ai»i in tte 20-29 per cent stratum in 
in western Kansas, la the less than 20 per cent stratum, the 
productivity of operating expenses exceeded the cost, while 
in tl» 20-29 cent- stratum in vestern Kansas the cost 
exceeded the productivity of operating expenses, liowever, 
results of the at»ve test for the 20-29 p®r cent western 
Kansa® stratum stould be rejected because of the negative mar­
ginal product for operating expenses.' 
The differences between labor productivity and the cost 
of labor services were tested in the same manner as capital 
services ana operating esjjenses. One dollar was used as the 
cost of a margi.nal unit of labor, The p'oductivity of labor 
was significantly greater than its cost at the 10 per cent 
level of probability in four ^ oups — eastern Kansas, the 
less than 20 per cent stratus, the 30 per cent and irore group, 
and tl» hi.,gh diversification stratum in eastern Kansas, These 
8l 
TalJle 12. Values of t and levels of significance for tests of 
difference between the productivity and costs of 
operating services in specified strata of 215 
Kansas cooperative grain elevators for the 19^f9 
¥li0at crop 
Iimifeer of 
elevators falue of t 
iSignificance 
level 
Western Kansas 55 
Central Kansas 100 1.53? .20>1-^- .10 
Bastern Kansas 60 
Less than sidelines 50 1.015 .10?-P?- .05 
20-29/'& sidelines 78 
or E»re sidelines 87 
Vie stern Kansas 
Less than 20;& sidelines : 2^ 
20-29Sa sidelines • 23 2.12 .05> P?- .02 
Central Kansas 
33-29;S sidelines 38 
30)5 or laor© sidelines V5 
Eastern Kansas 
T or .more sidelines 3^ 
Aggregate 215 1.0165 .^iO> p > ,30 
^ased on geoiaetric means and. geometric marginal products 
of variables 
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faMe 13Yalues of t and levels of significance for tosts 
af difference fcetyecm the productivlfc;/ and cost 
of labor services by strata in 215 Kansas coop­
erative grain elevators for the 19^f9 vmeat crop 
luxaber of ?alue Significanc© 
©levators of t level 
Wester 11 Kansas 55 .0228 .50 P > JlO 
Central laiisas 100 »72a5 .50?'l'x' h/\ 
Eastern Kansas 60 2.0526 ,05P^ P ^  .02 
Less than 20fl sidelines 50 2.1536 .05;^ p?-.02 
^-29l sidelines 73 - .200^+ p> .50 
30ji or more sidelines 87 2.6103 .02; > F 7  .01 
Mestern Kansas 
Less taan ?0.i sidelines ! 2^ 1.2891 ,30p^F > .20 
30-29/» sidelines 23 ~ .592^- F > .50 
Central Kansas 
^?0-29> sidelines 38 -.I.IS3I .30>p> .20 
p or nor© sidelines ii5 1.77^3 .10 p > .05 
Sastern Kansas 
30;^^ or more sidelines 3^ 1.5630 . 20 > P > .10 
Aggregate 215 1.7?>01 .10 P> .05 
^•Based on geometric means and geometric marginal products 
of variables 
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reeiilts \miM Indicate tliat eciuiliteium coMitions were jnot 
attained in the use of labor for a substantial immber of 
firns.. However J in general other data of this study indicate 
that eleirator aaBagement could lower costs for the mean output 
in mny of the strata by using mre capital instead of more 
lal»r.^  fl'iis woiiM indicate that there would not likely be 
pressure- to Md prices of labor up in this industry. These 
results are of interest particularly to labor since unions 
are practically ma-existent in this industry. 
Q, Returns to Seal© 
Ihe concept of returns to scale is of interest because 
of policy reasons,^  Tintner^  demised a method of testing the 
hypothesis that the weighted sura of the regression coeffi­
cients in the population is a given number.. This test for 
returns to scale was made on equations 1 through 12, and 
F»¥alues are shown in Jable 1^, 
l¥ldenc© was provided to reject the hypothesis of con­
stant returns to seal© in oiiLy two instances. In the 20-29 
per cent sidelines group in western Kansas, the sum of the 
%or a theoretical discussion sees 
CJeorge iT,. Stigler, Production and distribution theories* 
lew York, The Macmillan CorapaEor. 19^1# pp, 320-38?. 
^Gerhard fintser. Econometrics, Hew lork, John VJiley 
sM Sons, Inc# 1952, pp. 90-91* 
Table iV. F-'i^alues for testiaig returns to scale for 
seleeteci Kansac cooporative grain elevators 
by specified strata for the 19^9 wheat 
cro'p year 
Strata Hiim"ber of F-values 
elevators ^ -values 
Western Kansas 2.100 
Central Kansas 100 0,<yl7 
Eastern Kansas 6o 1,110 
Less tlian 20/1 sidelines 50 0,7^1-2 
20-295^ sidelines 78 0,063 
30;;l or more sidelines 37 0,183 
Eastern ICansas 
Loss than 20jl sidelines 2^ 2.020 
20*29/^ sidelines 23 5.O8O 
Central ICansas 
20-291 sidelines 38 O.036 
or aore sidelines 0.025 
.Eastern Kansas 
30 ' or more sidelines 3^'«" 3-700 
Aggregate 215 O.I36 
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elasticity coefficients was 0.8091* "Jbe F-value of the 
ret^ irns-to-scale test is sigfidficant at tte ,10 level, Ifence 
the cenclKSion was tliat in this particular group of elevators 
decreasing returns to scale were in evidence since tiie suia of 
elasticity eoeffieients was significantly less than 1.0, 
However I the reliance of estimates derived in tliis stratum 
needs to be evaluated in terms of factors previously discussed 
c©ne©rniiig the data for this ip'oup* In the 30 per cent or 
M>re sideline group in eastern Kansas, increasii]^  retiffns to 
scale ¥©re in ©vidence since the sum of elasticity coeffi­
cients of 1.1123 Mas significaatly different from 1.0 at the 
».10 16V©1» 
These imtaaces of decreasing returns to scale in western 
Kansas cooperative elevators aai of increasing returns to 
scale in certain eastern Kansas units have important policy 
implications, fbere has feeen a popular mtion for many years 
tisat laaiiy @a£3tern laasas units were of too small a scale to 
compete efficiently with mits in other' parts of the state, 
xliis is the first objective evidence of such a situation for 
a substantial mmber of eastern Kansas firms. From a compe­
titive staa3polat| the sise of the eastern Kansas firms in the 
30 per cent ajxl more sidelirse stratum shoiild he increased. 
Fortter stmiies are needled to determine ho¥ such increases in 
scale sight b© made. 
fh© fact tlMt no evidence was found to reject the hypo­
thesis of constant returns to seal© in the majority of the 
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groups is of considerable interest, ifere given percentage 
Increases of all factors with proportions held constant will 
result in the same percentag© increases in output. Such 
inferences im.st| , "b© restricte^ a to the relevant rang© 
of the iata us«d in the analysis, tother certain limiting 
factors swell as inanagement have not teen considered. If 
sanagemeat had "been included decreasing retijrns to scale might 
have been in evidence in many of tte groups considered. 
E. Effects of Labor-Capital Substitution on Costs 
Observation of the individual firm data IMicated con­
siderable differences flro® plant to plant in the combimtions 
of labor and capital services eiaployed. This situation sug­
gested that som plants %mTe using a more efficient combi­
nation of tlies© services than others. To obtain further 
insight on tto least-cost combinations, various labor-capital 
service eomblnatijnS' were computed for the following functionss 
a, Ag^egate 215 elevators 
b, 55 western Kansas elevators 
Y a 7.86?6 
c, 100 centoal Kansas elevators 
I .= 3.9256 
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d, 60 eastern Kansas elevators 
1 = 2.^638 
la tte functions X and X2 were held constant at their 
respecti¥e geoiietrlc lasans*' capital services was then 
eoiapmted as a fimctioii of labor services by the following 
©cpatioiis 
log X s 3.og t * log a » b2 3.og - bl log 
3 3^ 
was coiaimted as a function of by assigning fotar 
or fife arbitrary values in a eortain arbitrary range of 
values., flies© arbitraxy ranges \mv^  obtained by dividing the 
entire set of observed values for the various fuiicticns 
into three or fotir relevant categoric Sj leaving out the 
extreme observations as ix)t lUcely to have gei^ ral practical 
sigaifieane©. For the aggregate function of 215 elevators 
th® follo%!ing ranges of ¥®re selected? 
$ 1,000 to I 99OOO 
10,000 to a9sOOO 
30,000 to 70,000 
80,000 to 110,000 
The ranges of obtained for the three areas vere as 
followss 
I 1|000 to $ 9$000 in eastern Kansas 
10,000 to 29,000 in central Kar^as 
30,000 to 60,0<X> in western Kansas 
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fh© various leirels of input for aM for the aggre­
gate ftiaetion of 215 ©levators are sI»to in Table 15. They 
represent only a limited number of possible inputs of X^ * 
Ibmmv, of these selected inputs of 18,000 of labor 
serTiees combined with $7|587.96 of capital services produced 
the least-cost eombimtion of $15,537.96. The total cost of 
plus Xj aeereased as labor inputs were increased from 
$2,000 to 18,000. fotal costs of tto combimtion of and 
Increased as later inputs were increased beyond Sl0,000. 
fable 15. Selected levels of inputs of labor and capital 
services used for aggregate function of 2l5 
Kansas cooperative grain elevators^  
in dollars Total^input|oOf aM 
% % 
2,000.00 ^3,607.50 ^5,607.50 
^,000.00 I8,190.^4f 22,190.^1-
6,000.00 10,907.^3 16,907.^ 3 
8,000.00 7f587.96 15,587.96 
10,000.00 5,726 A2 15,726.1F2 
15,000.00 3I^33.70 18,^23.70 
20,000.00 2,388.72 22,388.72 
25|000.00 1,802.70 26,802.70 
^0,000.00 1,^3233 31,^32.33 
40,000.00 996.Q W,996M 
50,000.00 751.98 50,751.95 
60,000.00 597.W 60,597.^8 
70,000.00 5^91.90 70,^-91.90 
80,000.00 ^15.65 80,^15.65 
90,000.00 358.27 90,358.27 100,000,00 313.68 100,313.68 
110,000.00 278.15 110,278.15 
•^1 aM '%2 i^ ®l^  constant at their geometric means 
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For tte 215 elevates5 on the average, $12,8¥f of labor 
services aiii 1^ ,176 of capital senrices were actually used 
i». 19^ 9f or a total eoiabiimtion of $17j020. This latter coin* 
binatioa is substaatially in excels of the ll5j5B7.96 combi-
nation preiriottsly ootecl* Som evidence then was provided 
thati oii the average, for 19^ 9 the 215 elevators did not use 
th® optiMiii coffibiiiatloii of later and capital services. A 
dmrmm in the amount of labor services and an increase in 
capital services wjuld have reduced over-all costs for tlr© 
EBai^ output using tiie mean^ input of X2. 
fh© estiaating ftinction for the 21? ©levators as a group 
is most valid when inputs are used noar the geoiastric means 
since ranges of inputs considerably above or below the means 
have a wide confidence interval. Elevators using larger in­
puts tended to be located in western Kansas while those 
using the smaller range,- of Inputs were located primarily in 
eastern Kansas. Since functions had already been coaiputed 
for three major areas of the state, eastern, central, aM 
western, variations in inputs were usod for these three 
functions to doterisin© if optiMm combinations of labor anS 
capital had boen used# 
In eastern Kansas tte least-cost combination of tlie 
selected comMimtions was $8,000 of labor services and 
^Cleometric mum* 
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of capital services or a total of ll2,3^-9«72 
(laKL© 16), IMS is substantially less than the total cost 
of I12|897| x^hen tMs© two inputs are used at their geometric 
means of $10,03^ of lal»r seririces araJ 12,863 of capital ser­
vices, Some eviieace, then, was oMalned that lower costs 
in ©astern Kaasas could "te obtained by using a greater quant­
ity of capital services and loss later services than was used 
oa til® average* 
faMe 16. Selected levels of inputs of labor ard capital 
services used for functions of 60 cooperative 
grain elevators in eastern Kansas®-
Inputs of services In dollars 
Xi X3 
2,000,00 56,216,^ 58,216.2V 
V,000,00 15,637.29 19,637.29 
6,000,00 7,^31,70 13,^ 31,70 
8,000.00 V,%9.72 12,3%.72 
10,000,00 2,88l,lV 12,881.1V 
15,000,00 1,363.02 16,363.02 
20,000,00 80IA3 20,501.V3 
25,000,00 530.8V 25,530.8V 
30,000.00 379.1V 30,379.1V 
000.00 222.93 V0,222.93 
50,000,00 1V7,66 50,1V7.66 
60,000.00 105,V6 60,105.V6 
aM Xg constant at geometric ineans 
fhe least-cost situation was ©scamimd in central Kansas 
for series of inputs of and Xy Ifere the minimum cost for 
the inputs used vias $15,369.V5. This minimm cost occurred 
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where #8,000 of labor services aM I?j369#^5 of capital 
services was used (fable 17). fhe geoiaetric iiean inputs for 
thes© services wor© I12|823 worth of labor and 1^,176 worth 
of capital services or a total of $16,999. A substantial 
reduction in cost eoiild foe ofotaineci in this situation by a 
reduction in labor services and an incroase in capital 
services# 
fable !?• Selected levels of inputs of labor and capital 
services used for function of 100 cooperative 
elevators in central Kansas® 
Inputs of services in dollars and^Xo^in^dollars^ 
% and Xg held constant at their geoiaetric means 
A series of e.aleulations for various inputs of X2_ and 
l-s for the western K&mas fimetion are shown in fable l8. For 
the series of inputs used, the miniEima cost of $20,17^,26 was 
obtaiiisd when $10,000 of lalx>r services and $10,17^.26 of 
2, 
6l 
Sj 
10, 
20, 
25, 
30, 
5fo; 
50 
60j.000.00 651*83 J\J # uJUt. • / 7 6O,651»83 
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eapltal services iras uses# The geometric man inputs were 
I16|862 for labor services and 16,27^  for capital services, 
givi-ng a total cost of l23jl36. 
falsle 18. Selected levels of Inpats of later and capital 
service used for function of $5 cooperative 
grain ©levators in %;©stern Kansas^ 
lapnts of services In dollars and^Xo^in^dollars^ 
. . V . . 
% X3 
2,000.00 ^,^^6.37 
^+,000.00 23,559»fe 
6,000.00 16,2^7.97 22,2lf7.97 
8.000.00 .12^82.70 20,5+82.70 
10,000.00 10,17^.26 20,17^.26 
15,000.00 7,016.78 22,016.78 
20,000.00 5,390.72 25,390.72 
25,000.00 if,282.51 29,282.51 
30,000.00 3,717.76 33,717.76 
%),000..00 2,856.23 5-2,856.23 
50,000.00 . 2,329.01 52,329.01 
60,000.00 1,968.82 61,968.82 
% aM X2 lield constant at their geometric means 
As in th© sitmations of eastern and central Kansas, the 
geoiMtric mean Inputs of labor aM capital did mt represent 
the least-cost eoiablnations when Xg ^ ^^ ®re held constant 
at tteir geoii@tric irfians. On the average, substantial reduc­
tions in costs of labor aM capital services in western Kansas 
could have been obtained by using less labor aa3. laore capital. 
Tim labor-capital service ratios for inputs at their geo~ 
Bietrie m&ns aM for th© least-cost coirMmtions previously 
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discussed axe sbown in Table 19• 
Table 19# Late-capital service ratios for specified 
faaetions of Kaasas cooperative grain elevators 
at geoKietric iMan inputs and for specified 
least-cost inputs 
Labor* capital ratios 
Function Xx % at 
,geoffl©ti?ic mmB 
Xj and X3 at least-
cost combination 
Eastern Kansas 3.?Cik 1.839 
Central Kansas 3.070 1,085 
Western Kansas 2.675 0.982 
Aggregate 3.075 1.05^  
Siifestantial reduetioiis 1» lalaor-capital ratios were 
oMaiaed ia the least-cost situations fs^ om eastern Kansas to 
western Kansas, 
9^  
XII^ LIMITATIOIS OF THE l^TiDD AID RECOm331®AflOIfS 
FOR FOTORE WORK 
'Faactlons fitted in tl;ds amlysis are of the interfirm 
rather than IntrafirH type.. As such they may he looked upon 
as averages for a group of fjjpms# fh©y do not necessarily 
apply to aw om firm* Prohleias related to this aetliod and 
certain limitations of such an approach have been esctensively 
discussed In maiiy publications 
One of th© major aifficulties in fitting production 
functions is to properly classify agents into homogeneous 
categories. Since the data aggregated in this study repre­
sented all operations of the electors considered, strict 
hoBiogeneity of tba output variable was not possible. Future 
studies should he designed to fit functions for each of 
¥.ariG«s types of enteritises comirion to elevators such as 
storage, laerclmndising, and sideline sales. 
%hese questions are considered in the following pub­
lications J 
M, aronfenteenner. Production functionss Cobb-Douglas, 
interfira, intrafiria# Eeommetrica 12t35~^^* Jamiary 19^. 
J'acob Marschak and Vlilliaia Andrews Jr. Eandom 
slEialtaneous equations and the theory of production. Econo­
metrics 12slif3'-205» July-October 19^+. 
M, W, leder# An alternative inter pr© tat ion of the 
Cobb-Douglas function* Econometrica llt259-26if, July-
October 19^3« 
Gerhard Tintner* Multiple regression for systems of 
equations. IconDmetrica l^s5«36, January 19^f6, 
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other stratifications than tiiose used here migiit also 
be eonsiflered* Firms raiglit be sorted in terms cf certain 
relevant size ebaracteristlcs. The analysis could also be 
©5:teaJed to include other types of elevator oxmersMp such 
as iuclepeMent operators and liri© operators. 
Of considerable interest would he an extension of the 
ajoalysis to include productivity estiinates of terminal ele­
vators, Jkirge Mlling companies in recent years have been 
debating whetsher to expand facilities in terminals or to 
build units at country points. Some insight might then be 
obtained as to whether elevator resources should be directed 
to large plants such as those located at Kansas City, Chicago, 
or Minneapolis. 
Basic data of the analysis were available only in value 
terns froiB accounting records, Rjrther studies should be 
designed to obtain input-output Information la physical u.nits. 
Inferences sight then be made of productivity relationships 
¥h©n various prices of products and factors are assumed. 
Although the lalx>r charge in tliis study \ms assumed to 
be measured without error, it may te in error to t'ne extent 
that managers keep certain Icey personnel on the payroll during 
slack icnths in order to be certain of their services in the 
peak harvest aM production periods. Considerable empha.sis 
s,hould be given to obtai.ning detailed information on the labor 
input such as man hours employed in various activities, idle 
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ticBj skills of workerSy and a detailed classification of 
operations performed. If possible, tiiae and motion studies 
of cei'taiii laasic operations might be obtained in order to 
study causes of differences in the efficiency of techni.ques 
eiaployed bet%men various broad areas or other relevant 
classifications* 
Major problems revolved around measiireinent of the capi­
tal service inimt* The clepreeiation estimates were obtained 
froEi aceountii^ records xdiieh, cine to tax consideration and 
otter factors, my not provide correct measurements, Yet, 
all Inputs were assnraed to he rjieasia?ed wit tout error. Like~ 
wise, the charge for repair services may, In sorne instances, 
inclnde an amount tMt was really an addition to the capital 
stock and not a raii»r charge .necessary to maintain the capi­
tal stock in operation. Probably the most difficult aspect 
of the tsfhole capital service problem was associated with the 
valuation of capital in plants producing a product that is 
decreasing in clenmn!. In these instances, a capital valuation 
estaKLished in an earlier period may be still carried on the 
bookSj whereas a part of the plant is not in operation and 
ca.nrK)t be soM except for scrap at the present period. The 
depreciation charge based on such a capital valuation is an 
overcharge in much the same my as idle labor may be incor­
rectly charged to the 'production process. 
Measurement of electricity used in performing the 
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storage function siay "be one of the most accurate measiires 
of ¥arioiis macMiie services used in tMs activity. Iiiforia--
ation should be ©"btained on the net bushel storage capacity 
of ©legators. Assuming equal durability^ similar types of 
cons true tioiij aM similar intensities of capital use, such 
a laeasnre as outlined ahove my be a more accurate estimate 
0f tJEilciiag services entering the storage activity than 
estimates used in this study* liowever, additional inform­
ation is needed on the intensity of capital use in the vari­
ous activities before capital available for use aind capital 
actually used in production can be sliarply differentiated. 
Om measure of this type for storage would be bushel months 
of storage. Similar types of estimates for machine and 
building services slmild be obtained for grain merchandising 
and sidelines operations. 
Studies are also needed to determine technical limits 
of resource substitution and combination i-iithin firms. Such 
data ifoulcl be extremely valuable in determining least-cost 
resource corabinations uMer widely varying factor i)rices. 
Alternatives considered in this analysis are only a few' 
of the many possible alternatives that may exist for resource 
use. A broad analysis woulci appraise the productivity of 
total resources in an area# Ifere adjustments in the use of 
resources in primary agriculture would be considered before 
malcing an appraisal of resource use in secondary prodticing 
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units sucb. as elevators. 
ill allocation recomandations in this study are limited 
hf factor mobility. Suppleisental informtion is needed for 
considerations that may Impede adjustment such as the lack of 
alternative eraployiaent possiMlities in present areas. Insti­
tutional and social arrangements my also impede labor mobi­
lity througbout a wide range of wage rates. Furthermore, 
work preferences nay not be properly measured by the method 
used in this study. 
Similar supplemental information should be obtained with 
respect to mobility of the other factor inputs. Some of the 
fluid capital resources owned by farmers may riot be easily 
transferred to other regions witMn the existing financial 
frameifork. At the present time most of the fixed capital 
invested in concrete storage taiUcs may be regarded in the 
sane laanner as laM for pijrposes of analysis. Alternative 
uses of these fixed elevator facilities for other than grain-
storage , purposes are practically non-existent. 
The analysis in this study is static in nature and many 
dynamic aspects should be considered. Possibly certain of 
the capital services of previous periods influence output in 
the present period. Resource use recommendations haye been 
made here in an ex poste sense. I:fo¥everj, decisions in the 
elevator industry imist be made in an ex ante fashion, Prob-
leias of risk and uncertainty need to be considered to 
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deteriaine how they influence resoiirce allocation in the 
indiistry. Of considerable interest would be an evaluation 
of results obtained fi'osi productivity studies of this type 
ill terms of their use in improving the fraisework in which 
future deeisioiis regarding resource us© are made# 
Consifleriiig the production function approach to the 
problem, othei^ forms of alg©^^^aic equations sight be employee!, 
I*uture studies also could make use of other methods of anal-
jrsls. Oiie exaiaplG would be to consider the riToductlcB. 
function in a systcE of equations, liere the identification 
problem would lie considered, Optiaium resource uses could 
also be appraised in this industry by the use of linear pro-
gr mmliig to e to-ique s, 
la firms of the type considered here labor I'las in gen­
eral m ownership interest in the other resource categories, 
.Social iiBplications of differences in labor productivity 
and wage rates in the industry then could be appraised sorae-
¥iiat in the sianner of the e.arlior works of Douglas,^ 
^Paul K» IJouglas, The theory of wages. HGM York, 
1!he Hacsillan CoE'sp-aw# 193^ • 
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XIII, SUtmARY A2® COMCLUSICHS 
i'Ms study lias employed the Cobl>-Douglas function to 
estim8.te productivity of resoiirces used in 215 cooperative 
grain elevators of Kansas for the 19^ 9 wheat crop year, 
Patil fi, Douglas, C. W, Cobbj and their associates developed 
the a,aalytieal method, Douglas' work was based primarily on 
national aggregates because iMividual firm or industry data 
were not available. The general objective of these studies 
was to develop empirical evidence to test the validity of 
the marginal productivity concept of distribution. Many of 
the criticiSEis of Douglas* work centered around the problem 
of measiirement of the capital input a.a3 whether the concept 
of returns to scale had any meaningful empirical content, 
Douglas was viell a^-iar© of many of these difficulties 
and pointed out the desirability of measuring the intensity 
of capital use rather than tl'ie stock of capital available 
for use. With respect to the problem of returns to scale, 
Douglas points out that, in general, firms will tend to 
operate near constant returns to scale. In soine years they 
may operate al30ve or below this point. Probably one of the 
most significant methodological contributions to the problem 
in recent years has been the work of Karsctiak and Andrews, 
Essentially, their argument concerns the inferences tiiat may 
be made ft'ois results of productivitsr studies of this type. 
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'I3:iey ai'gue that the production function is but one of a system 
of equations explaining the actions of the firm. Estimates 
derived from a single equation such as the producticn fimction 
are valiii if vie want to know what will happen to output when 
all of th© various raoaom eleaeiits are at work in the system. 
Such m equation cannot tell iis what will happen to output 
¥hisn a deliberate cliange is made in one of the variables, say 
labor. To be able to make inferences of the latter type, the 
various paraiaeters need to be estimated froir. a system of 
equations* 
Om purpose of this study has been to extend the earlier 
types of analysis to the more refined data of individual 
firms. An over-all obj^stive of the study was to determine 
%ihether or isot conditions of economic efficiency were attained 
in the 215? Kansas cooperative elevators for the period studied. 
Specific objectives of the study were to determine: 
1. Froduetivity coefficients for the various 
resource categories used in these firms, 
2. I^oduetivity differences of the various resource 
categories between risk areas and between various 
degrees of elevator specialization. 
3. Differences laetween certain factor productivities 
and factor costs, 
h» The nature of returns to scale in the various 
str atifications. 
5« Becoiffiiendations for improvements in the pattern 
of resource use among these firms. 
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6» Certain iieasurements useful for comparison of the 
econoraic ©fficieacy of these firsis with that of 
other important groups of fii'ms in the economy. 
7* ImproTOEieats that could he made in future studies 
of this type. 
FuiKJtions were first fitted to the data stratified by 
three risk areas cf the state — western, central, and eastern 
Kansas, The objectiire was to determine whether productivity 
differences ©scisteci between these areas. Evidence of this 
type would be useful in providing adjustment guides to 
resource owners. Also, the data of the same firras were sorted 
by degrees of diversification to determine whether the more 
diversified plants were laore productive in the use of various 
resources. Following' the above two classifications, risk 
regions were sub-divided into diversification sorts since 
there may be some confounding of the area effects with the 
diversification effects on txcoductivity. 
Some Judgment may be exercised in appraisir^ the results 
of the various production functions fitted. Coefficients 
for the Biediura diversification type of plant in both western 
and central Kansas are substantially different from the 
cosfficients arrived at in the other ten functions. Adequate 
explanations are not available for these differences; and, 
consequently, the results of these two functions probably 
should be excluded from the analysis. 
Tests i-mre Made which indicated that labor, on the 
average, had been optimally allocated aiaong the ai'ea and 
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diversification alternatives. The flMings for tiie use of 
labor were consistent with the general lalx>r situation in 
Kansas during the period of the study. Employment oppor­
tunities existed in practically every area of the state at 
that time. 
Since eight of th© operating services coefficients were 
not significantly different from zero at the 10 per cent 
level ancl on® of the remaining coefficients was negative, 
meaningful allocation tests could not be naade with respect 
to this variable. 
Capital services were substantially more productive than 
labor services in this industry. On an area basis, capital 
services appear to have been optimally allocated. On a 
diversification basis| however, capital services in the 
medium stratum were isore productive than in either the low 
or high diversification groups. Here again results of the 
functions for the medium diversification group in western 
aM central Kansas probably should he excluded when comparing 
the isroductivity of this factor among th© various functions, 
Maki.ng such a Judgsentj the conclusion is that m evidence 
is available to suggest that deviations from an optimum 
allocation of capital services existed in the various 
alternatives, 
Evidence suggests that, in general, constant returns to 
scale prevailed for this group of 215 elevators in the period 
ICA-
considered, The only exceptions were increasing returns 
to seal© for a group of highly diversified plants in eastern 
Kansas ani of (3ecreasi.ng returns to scale for a group of 
aedimi •diversification firms in vjestern Kansas, Results 
of the latter function, ho%i@ver, niust be appraised in terms 
of previous statements made concerni,ng this group of firms* 
Maiiagemeiit was one important factor which might have affected 
returns to scale but was not included in the functions. 
D6creasi,ng retiarns to scale might have been in evidence for 
more of the groups considered if measurements h^ d been 
available for this factor. 
Some eoiisideration was given to the relation of the cost 
of factors and their jaarginal productivity. Only in the low 
diversification group in v/estern Kansas and the Mgh diver­
sification group in central Kansas did capital service pro­
ductivity equal its costs. In all other functions produc­
tivity of this factor was above its costs. This is evidence 
of the general profitability of the elevator industry during 
the period studied. However, such returns may Imve been 
heavily discounted by some managers in view of the prospec­
tive surplus situation in the wheat industry, 
Ividence was obtained tha,t operating expense productiv­
ity exceeded its cost only in the less than 20 per cent 
stratum. 
Similar tests for labor services were made for the 
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diversification sorts within areas. Labor productivitjr was 
significantly greater than its cost at the 10 per cent level 
of proMMlity in four of the twelve functions analyzed, The 
results indicate that equili'hrim conditions were not attained 
for tMs factor for a substantial number of firms. 
The analysis of labor-capital substitution possibilities 
for the tteee ai'ea functions and the aggregate function in­
dicated that important savings cotiM be laade in certain input 
ranges by the use of more capital and less later services 
than ¥©re used on the average. 
Inferences obtained as a result of this analysis apply 
only to the 215" firms considered and for the 19^ -9 i^ heat crop 
year. Future studies under different climtic aixl econoKiic 
conditions would be most useful in appraising the over-all 
resource problems of these firms. Of particular interest 
would be a consideration of the total resources in the area. 
In this connection, resource efficiency studies in primary 
agriculture could also be considered. In addition, future 
studies Slight ¥©11 make use of certain other methods of 
amlysis. These teclmiques could include weighted regression, 
linear prograjtiilng, and systems of equations. 
However, it is believed that, in spite of certain limi­
tations, the present method i3rovides valuable insights into 
a fundamental resource problem of the Great Plains area. 
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Append! 
13.1 
Talxle 20# United States supplies of v/hoat 19H0-V1 to 
Year 
beginning Beginning Production Imports 
(Tliousand" kishels) 
stocks 
Total 
supply 
19^-^1 
19kxaf2 
19^1-2-^6 
19%-.If// 
19h7''hB 
19!fS„li^ 
19^9-50 
19 50-. 51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-5^ 
19&%-55 
1955-56 
27^,721 
38^^733 
630,775 
618,397 
316,555 
279,130 
100,086 
33,837 
07 J 28 
•2^^,71 
396,23^-
255|t'70 
562,^1-86 
902,382 
1,020. 
m*,(M 
9^-1,970 
969,381 
8M,313 
1,060,111 
1,107,623 
1,152,118 
1,358,911 
l,29^f,911 
1,098,^15 
1,019,389 
9-30,810 
1,^98,957 
i;i69^+3if 
969,731 
915,523 
3,562 
3,70^^ 
13b. 
1,127 
. 0>. 
^2,3^ 
2,037 
8V 
1^1-9 
1,530 
2,237 
11,919 
31,609 
21,602 
5,537 
V,000 
l,v 
1,» 
1,601 
1,599 
l,iM9 
1,333 
1,252 
1 
1,^1-92 
i,5-K}7 
1,V56 
1,^103 
1,576 
1,767 
1,921 
1,9'iO 
®Soarc0t United States Department, of Agriculture. 
Grain Division, CSS, Mimeograph roloase, Oct. 1955-
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Table 21.' Doiiestic use of ¥]:ieat In the United States 
^eai-
beginning 
July I 
Pood Peed and 
loss Industry Seed 
Total 
domestic 
use 
(Thousand bushels) 
Who "hi 
19^1-^2 
l9k2-^ 3 
19^}-3-Vf 
19Vf«M? 
19^6-5-I-7 
19^7-i{-8 
19^-9-"JO 
1950-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-5^ 
195)4.55 
'02,715 
V?i,337 
528,665 
536 J 5x67 
536.886 
ii^8;38if 
507,936 
km/)/] 
^-i-92;i39 
^^92,975 
^•96 .¥-hS 
0 jO^-^3 
r>9 
?!:26 I., 
'/ J 
112,132 
116,228 
311J 796 
513f727 
295,676 
29^r,35l 
176,215 
131,185 
105J^52 
110,958 
113,Oif9 
93110^ 
118,800 
91,052 
76,6^2 
100 
1,676 
^•8,669 
112,'t35 
82,^76 
23,^5-25 
691^ 
193 
192 
192 
930 
17^+ 
178 
228 
7^^,351 
62,^90 
6'?;V37 
77,351 
80,^ -63 
82,006 
36,323 
91,09^1-
95,015 
:^,8l5 
87J^!-27 
87.252 
83.253 
68,713 
62,905 
679) 3^5-8 
671,781 
95^ 1", 617 
1,239,930 
995,501 
893,166 
771,032 
761,066 
631,103 
68^5 lO^i-
693,6^3 
677,732 
696,315 
6if8,252 
627,2ca 
Sources 'United States Department of Agriculture, 
Grain I)i¥isioG, CSS, Miiacograph release. Oct. 1955. 
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Table 22. United States exports of wheat and.uheat Drodncts, 
19^-^fl to 199^-55^ 
beginning l-Jheat Flour Other Total 
..Jiilg.-! ^ ^ products exports 
(Thousand bushels) 
X9liO-^l lOySlO 22. J 812 226 33, c 
19^-1-^}-2 12.,632 .l^^,893 326 27.851 
19^2-% 6 5 5^5 19,9^8 1,266 27,769 
11,9^3 28,333 2,3^j-7 V2,6^3 
ir^ hh-h$ 73|36S 63,538 2,^63 lhh,^ 69 
191^5.1.1^ .273,013 115,362 a, 213 390,5S8 
19U6J+7 198,791 195,187 3,^-f-^l 397,^19 
1911,7^1-8 30ir,688 17^!-,105 7,095 i{-85,o83 
1911.8.^1-9 375,^20 127,139 1,^87 503,996 
19¥?-50 258,721 39,7% 6% 299,119 
1950-51 321,835 %,738 572 366,1V5 
1951-52 ^5-32,38^^ ^+2,332 535 '-^75,251 
195.2-53 276, %5 ^,^9 57^ 317,'•^•23 
1953-5^ -t- 1~>„131 33,212 530 216,873 
195^-55 '^'2-6,652 ^,329 733 273,719 
%oiirce: 'Uaited States Department of Agriculture, 
Srain 'Divi.sion, CSS. Miraeograph release. Oct. 1955* 
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Table 23. Total ciisavpoarance and ending stocks of wheat in 
the United ^Jtates to 195'V~55'' 
Year 
begiiming Total Ending disappearance stock 
19^ -^ 1 713 J196 3 3^ 1-, 733 
19^1-54.2 699.632 630,775 
X9lf.2-lrt 9025386 618,897 
195+3.11.1^  1 ^ 282, S03 316,5'55 
1,139,370 279,130 
19ii5-if6 1,288,75^ 1- 100,086 
X9i|^-V; 1,168,if5l  ^ 83,837 
l<)h7''hB 1^2h6,95h 195,9^3 
195+8-ii^ 1,185,099 307,285 
19H9-50 933,223 ^•!-2^4-,71^!-
1950-51 1,059,788 396,23V 
1951-52 1,152«983 255,670 
1952-53 1,013,7^3 562,^86 
1953-5^- 865,125 902,332 
19 5^ -55 900,9 20 1,0 20,6 86 
^Sources United States Department of Agriculture, 
Grain Di¥ision, CSS» Miiiieograph release. Oct. 1955 
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TaMe 2^.. Bushels of major fir&ln crops harvested in Kansas 
19LO-5if«^ 
lear 
of 
Mg,ag,£. 
Winter 
I'lheat Corn Oats 
All sor-
Barley ghums for Soybeans 
19^ 
19^!-1 
19^-1-2 
19^6 
19^4 
19^5 
19^ 
19^^7 
l$hB 
19I19 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
195^r 
126,^1-
173.1 
300 *0 
lV+,2 
X87^7 
nn7,9 
'^31.'+ 
178 a 
126 a 
307.6 
:V4h,7. 
176.2 
CMllllon "bushels) 
1^6.3 19.3 2^Ul 0.31 
56.0 3S.9 27.8 21.9 
02 &.2 16.6 19.6 p.¥f 
77.3 ^7.^- 16.3 2.32 
97.6 25^3 12.9 2.>3 
60,6 16.9 7.1 17.7 2.3^ 
63»2 '•K),6 5.0 11.5 2.18 
39, '{0.5 10.9 1.96 
76.8 6.9 28.8 2.65+ 
63.1 17a 3.9 29.9 3.73 
39.5 20.2 3.7 ¥f.7 7.1? 
1^.3 1.6 57.3 5>.8l 
59 J 18.1 1.3 18.5 7.36 
i?0.9 22.3 1 . w 30 »o 3.97 
39.6 36.2 J • 9 ^f5.o 2.^h5 
^Soiwmt Kansas State Boax^d of Agriculture. State 
Agricultural Statistician, Information on bushels of 
;.iajor sraln, crops harvested in Kansas. Private 
CO : ;uiiieation, 1956» 
Table 25. Oeometric means of input-output variables for se­
lected Kansas cooperative grain elevators by spec 
ified strata for the 19^9 wli©at crop year^ 
Strata ^lumber of y 
©.levators X Y 1 •"2 ^^3 
Vfestern Sansas 55 ¥I-J967 16,862 1,753 6,303 
Central Kansas 100 30,962 12,823 1,212 ^^-,176 
Saste?rn iC.aiisas 60 23,037 10,03^ 69 8 2,863 
Less than 20/5 sidelines 50 20,272 7,361 76h 2,75^!-
a)-»29/S sidelines 78 32,096 12,7^7 1,197 ^N233 
30^ or iiior© sidelines 87 39,5+8^  ^ 17,805 1,379 5,2^^1-
vaestern Kansas 
Less than ?>0:l sidelines ! 2^  31,lVl 10,113 1,213 54-,2^ f8 
20-'29$ sidelines 23 52,267 20,903 l,96if 7,135 
Central Kansas 
20-29iJ^ sidelines 38 26,877 11,001 1,109 3,651 
30J5 or sore sidelines 5^ '+6 J 5X2 50,067 1,638 6, ?h^  
Bastern Kansas 
30I or aore sidelines 3^  26,356 12,^+05 367 3,297 
Aggregate 215 31,365 12,8¥i- 1,1^2 ^,176 
« value of output in do3-3.ars. a labor services in 
• dollars.. Xg • operating services in dollars. » cap­
ital services in tiollars. 
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Table 26, Go:-aparison of differences in geor.iet37ic inarginal 
prociiaetivities of resources for 215 Kansas 
cooperative grain elevators for t'ae 19^9 wheat 
crop year* iSlasticlty coefficients necessary 
to gi¥0 marginal products in one area equal to 
t'ae mrginal products in another area^ 
He source and area .Area for wMoh test is mad© 
against which Vi. ivansas G. Kansas E, Kansas 
test is made 
iabor services 
West 
Central 0,lf3905 
East 0,55599 
0|>er» services 
I'lest —— 
Central 0«l¥fl3 
East 0»03020 
Capital services 
iiiSSt 
Central 0 »^+l672 
Sast 0.3927^ 
0.53256 
0,615405 
-0,08677 
0.0305^ 
0.50863 
0.37968 
0.56009 
0.50997 
-0.06717 
0,11203 
0 M:>Q70 
0,37120 
B^asec! on geometric means of Yariables 
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Table 27* Values of t for coraparlsori of differences in 
geo.metr5.c marginal productivities fcy areas for 
215 Xafisas cooperative grain elevators for the 
19^-^9 x/aeat crop jear® 
Hesource and area 
against which 
test is i;aad@ 
Area .for ..Miiick, test is made 
W, Kansas G, Kansas E. Xsmsas 
Labor services 
West — -0.27^52 O.^!-6905 
Central 0.27¥I-3 0.93909 
East -0 ,^1^902 -0.93920 
Operating services 
1.9^+5^kS 1.35100 
Geatral »1,9^1-508' -0.6^Fa99 
'East -1.35101 0.6V^V7 
Capital ser^/lces 
viest -0.77109 -0.37552 
Central 0.7710H- — -0.1 
East 0.8758^1- 0.172^ 1 
^'Based on geometric means of variables 
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$able 2.8, DlgMficancG levels for t-tests for comparison, of 
differences in geometric marginal productivities 
hy areas for 21^ Kansas cooperative grain elovatorj 
for the 19V:? ¥heat crop year®' 
Eesource and^ area Area for wliich test is made 
against iwiich — 
Kansas G. Kansas E. S£insas 
Labor services 
West —— b b 
Central b —- 7^,30 
East b .i5O>r^.30 
Operating services 
west —~ .10>P>.05 .20>P>*10 
Gentral ,10>P>,05 —~ b 
3ast .20>P>J.0 -b 
Capital services 
West .50>P;^.^0 .'|0>P>.30 
Central 
East P > ,30 b 
^Based on georaetric means of variables 
%oiislgnifleant at P s .50 
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Talkie 29* Comparison of ciif rerences in geometric marginal 
productivities of resources for 21? Kansas 
cooperative grain elevators for the 19^9 wheat 
crop year. Elasticity coefficients nocessary 
to give marginal products in one sideline sales 
group equal to the marginal products in another 
sideline sales group^ 
Resource and sideline Sideline group for which test is made 
sales group against Less than 20-29;^ ' ' 30/^ or 'more 
which test is made 
Lahor services 
Less tiian 2<yp 
• 
SO/s or laore 
Operating servlt j 
Less than 
33-29,' 
or more 
Capital services 
Less than .20:1 
30.' or aiore 
o,7V9G2 0.350^-7 
0.33031 — 
0,. 52088 0.56972 
0.19307 o.l:?o35 
0.00215 --- 0.00199 
0.07737 0,07655 
0.30033 0.302'•^ 3 
0.60158 0.53312 
0.309254- 0.30023 
SBased on geometric means of variables 
la'ble 30 • Values of t for coraparison of differences in 
geo 10trie marginal productivities by sideline sales 
groups for 215 Sanssis cooperative grain elevators 
for the 19^9 i/lieat crop year^ 
Eesoiirce and sideline Sideline group for -wliich. test 
sales group against on"'oQ^^^ 
which test is iiade than ,•...0--^,- 3O/.. 
made 
or more 
Lalbor services 
Less than 
20-29i& 
30^ or more 
Operating services 
Less than 20/& 
20-295^ 
30;I5 or more 
1.?9960 
1,01738 
1 .if96^3 
1.13839 
-1.59952 
-1,09,^5 
-1,^1-9612 
-1.01719 
1.09200 
"I T 'lOOt' 
-0,69Sk<) 
>C 
Capital services 
Less than 20p 
20-29:' 
30/i or more 
-1.35933 
0,00103 
1.35935 
1.909U^f 
-0.00033 
.X.909V7 
^Based on geoiaetric means of variables 
J '•>'? 
TalJle 31. Significance levels for t-tests for comparison of 
differences in geometric raarginal productivities by 
sideline sales groups for 215 Kansas cooperative 
grain ©levators for the 19^-9 wheat crop year^ 
Resource and sideline „ , . . ^ 
sales groap against aidellae group lor whion test 13 made u 
which test is laad© Less than 20;i 0
 
1 9?> 30)a or more 
Ijahor services 
Less than 20:1 
10-?; ^ 
30 or more 
.20> 
.'•tO > 
P > 
F> 
.10 
.30 
P 
r 
> 
> 
.10 
.P 
.^tO > I-
.5.10 > ? 
> 
> 
.30 
.30 
Operating serv lcus 
than 
20-'>9 ' 
30;;> or more 
.:X) > 
.30> 
F > 
P > 
.10 
.20 
.2G> p 
«H» MM 
.50> r 
.T-O ,30>? 
. 50 ;?• ? 
> 
> 
,?o 
M 
Capital services 
s tlian 20f5 
•>0-?9 » 
30 - or sore 
»10 > 
• tmom 
? > 
b 
.05 
.10>? 
,io>r 
> 
> 
.05 
.05 
b 
.10> P > .05 
%ased on gecjraetrlc laeans of variables 
'•^Nonsignificant at P » .50 
Table 32. Comparison of differences in geoaetrie oarginal productivities of resource 
categories for 21? Kansas cooperative grain elevators for the 19^ wheat 
crop year. Elasticity coefficients necessary to give Barginal products 
in one group emial to the aarginal products in another groups 
Resource and group 
against wliich 
test is mde 
west 
Iiess than JX)? 
Ggo.up ,_f to s t is.... .saade... 
»©9t 
20-29;« 
Central Central 
or laore 30^ 
last 
or more 
Labor services 
Mest 
West 
Central 
Central 
East 
Iiess t;--an 
• 
or i'aore 
or laore 
West 
West 
Central 
Central 
East 
Capital services 
west Less than 
l/est 
Central ;'K)-29,> 
Central 30^ 02? nKsre 
0.22553 
-0.00S69 
0.^7399 
0^4-2812 
Operating seri^'ices 
Less tlian 20>J 
^-29/3 
30;l or ii»re 
30;^5 or Biore 
0.71510 
0.73005 
n 
isl 30;^ or more O ,M-0325 
0,15667 
0,23^15 
0,10231 
O.0555O 
0 ,39737 
0.73572 
0,27137 
O.^R)700 
0.39265 
0,71211 
0.26365 
O.W123 
O.8O856 
0.299?D 
-0.01155 
0.56 -79 
O.3O812 
.0.703B8 
0.71860 
0 .•f7n'G7 
0.83^8 
0.32695 
-0,01260 
0.63699 
.36158 
,65575 
0,669^7 
0,2 7^39 
a-Based on geometric raeans of variables 
Table 33» Values of t for comparison of differences in geoaietrie jaarginal products 
of rosourees by sub-groups for 215 Kansas cooperative grain elevators for 
the wheat crop year®' 
Hesoiirce and group 
against wliieli 
test is made 
Group for which test is made 
¥esi 
Less than 
.est Central 
20-r;/-
Central 
or mre 
East 
30^ or more 
Labor services 
West 
viest 
Central 
Central 
last 
Less t'lan f 
'^ "27,-
30, > or Eiore 
30 w or EK)re 
Operating services 
West 
west 
Central 
Central 
East 
Less than 
20-29/? 
30 r laore 
30 r itiore 
Capital services 
West 
yest 
Central 
Central 
East 
Less than 
^-29)5 
20? 
30,-
30-
or 
or 
laore 
more 
1.38i{-76 
1,^3765 
0.57123 
0.78503 
1 »k'jGky 
1,2759^  
0 
0.^562 
1,66^1-97 
2.0727^ 
2.25660 
1.9^969 
..'^-5023 
1.19951 
1.275^?-1 
0.05531 
1.85537 
1.02715 
0.57132 
1.32666 
1.61590 
0. 
2.19^!-^^9 
1,.355^^ 
1.323^f9 
0.78500 
1.12536 
1.^8ifS8 
0.5f63^3 
O.W62 
1.19931 
1.02719 
1.32870 
B^ased on geometric means of variables 
Table 3%-. Signifieaiice levels for t-tests for comparison of differences in geometric 
laarginal products by groups for 215 Kansas cooparative grain elevators 
for the 19-# wheat crop year®-
Resource and group 
against yhich 
test is made 
Group for which test Is laad© 
viest 
Iiess than 
West Central Central 
30^  or -mm 30sS or B»re 
East 
Labor sewices 
West 
West 
Central 
Central 
Bast 
Operating 
West 
West 
Central 
Central 
East 
Lftno than 
30/j or iiijre 
30;J or more 
services 
Lq b 'j  t'liin aOjl 
20«29;^ 
30.-: 
on . J'-'. •• 
or 
or 
more 
more 
Capital 
West 
West 
Central 
Central 
t 
.5«)>P>.10 
.10 >p>.05 
b 
.5o> p>.^{0 
ervices 
Loss f.:an 'K))! 
20-29,-• 
20-?9 
30^5 or taore 
30/j or E»re 
• P>.10 
,30>r>.20 
"b 
b 
.20>P>.10 
.05 > P>.02 
.05>P>.02 
,10 >p>.o5 
.ao>p>.io .30>p>.a0 
b 
.05>P>.02 
.30>P:^.20 
.10^F;^.05 
>r>.30 
h 
,20> P>.10 
,3D> P;^»10 
b 
0 
o 5>P>.02 
.10 >p>.05 
.20 > f->.10 
.5o> 
•30> p>.20 
.20 > P>.10 
b 
.30 P>.20 
.^iO>F>.30 
.20 > P>.10 
aBased on geometric means of variables 
^Nonsignificant at P « .50 
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Table 35"'* Correlation amtrlr for 5'5 western Kansas 
eoox)eratiV8 grain elevators for the 19^5-9 
wheat crop year^ 
% -'a 
I .901 .737 .91^ 
.351 .897 
X, 
C
O
 
•
 
X3 1.000 
"I a ¥alue of output in dollars, X|_ » labor ser­
vices in dollars. Xp « operating servicos in dol 
lars* X-.^ » capital services in dollars. 
Table 36, Correlation matrix for 100 central Kansas 
cooperative grain elevators for the 19^9 
xjheat crop year®-
•% -^2 ^3 
I .893 .790 .89^-
.768 ,882 
.788 
1.000 
» value of output in dollars. S-j » labor ser­
vices in dollars. Xj> a operating Services in 
dollars. a capital services in dollars. 
X28 
Table 37, CoiTelation matrix for 60 eastern Kansas 
cooporative grain elevators for tlie 19^i-9 
wheat crop fear^ 
V --r 
1 .916 .707 .362 
:iC3_ '^30 
Xp ,637 
X.J 1.000 J 
a value of output in dollars. Xj_ » labor ser­
vices in dollars# Xp s operating services in dol­
lars. X-j s capital services in dollars. 
Table 33» Gorrelation aatrix for pO Kansas cooperative 
grain elevators with less than ^  per cent 
sideline salens for the 19^^-9 wheat crop jrear®-
% ^2 ^3 
I .922 .829 .831 
\ .813 .8^f9 
Xg • ,731 
1.000 
o 
» value of output In dollars. Xj = labor ser^ 
vices in dollars. s operating services in 
dollars. X-, 5 capital services in dollars. 0 
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Table 39# Correlation laatrix for 73 Kansas cooperative 
grain elevators %/ith 20 to 29 per cent side­
line sales for the 19^9 wheat crop year^ 
Xl Ag 
Y .856 .75 V .882 
\ .858 ,91k-
X 2 
( ' )  "1 
. ol;;; 
I, 1.000 
% * value of output in dollars. » labor ser­
vices in dollars. » operating services in 
iiollars. s capitSl services in dollars. 
Table Ho, Correlation matrix for 3? Kansas cooperative 
grain elevators with 30 per cent or more 
sideline sales for the 19^9 wheat crop year^ 
Jv T 1 ^2 ^'3 
I .937 .750 .905 
Xj^  .71^ .'382 
•^2 
Xj 1.000 
s value of output in dollars. = labor sor 
vices in dollars. Xp » operating services in 
dollars, a capitfil services in dollars. 
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Table Correlation matrix for 2h Kansas cooperative 
grain ©levators with less than 20 per cent 
sideline sales in western Kansas^ 
'2 
I ..912 .815 .90if 
.a)8 ,868 
X3 1.000 
% s -value of out put In dollars. X]_ « labor ser­
vices in dollars. X,, » operating services in 
dollars. .X-:^ « capital services in dollars. 
Table ^ f-2. Correlation matrix for 23 Kansas cooperative 
grain ©levators with 30 to 29 per cent .side­
line sales in western lvan.sas® 
X3 
X ,370 ,716 .9?5 
.838 .912 
^2 .839 
X. 1.000 
« value of output in dollars* s labor ser­
vices in dollars. Xry » oiJeratiiig servico-s in 
dollars. s capitSl services in dollars. 
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Table ^ 3* Correlation laatrix for 38 Kansas cooporative 
grain elevators with 20 to 29 per cent side­
line sales in central Kansas^ 
X. 
.812 
X. 
X. 
'3 
.772 
.867 
. 01 
1.000 
« valu© of output in dollars* s labor services 
in dollars. 3Cp ® operating services in dollars. 
St capital ser'/ices in dollars. 
fable Vf, Correlation matrix for Kansas cooperative 
grain elevators with 30 per cent or more 
sideline sales in central Kansas for the 
19^9 wheat crop year® 
^2 X-
X .921 .710 .833 
,650 .872 
Xg .739 
1.000 
» value of omtput in dollars. ^ labor ser­
vices 3.n dollars. s operating services in 
dollars, s capit&l services in dollars. 
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Tafcle Correlation matrix for 3^  ^Karnsas cooperative 
grain elevators with 30 pe^ - cent or more 
sideline sales in eastex'n Kansas for tlie 
19^ fr9 ¥lieat crop year® 
X. „I.RT X. 
.928 .637 
.595 
Y 
.310 
.60;.:^ 
1 »000 
- value of output in dollars. « labor ser-
viess in dollars, s operating Services in dol­
lars# « capital Services in dollars. 
TaMe ii-6» Correlation matrix for 215 Kansas cooperative 
grain elevators for the 19^ 1-9 wheat crop year^  
X, X. A,-
I 
'*1 
Y 
2 
.905 .783 
,737 
.899 
.8.30 
.785 
1.000 
% 5 value of output in dollars. « labor ser­
vices in dollars. s operating services in 
dollars. » capital services in dollars. 
